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Abstract. We address the problem of whether there exists an external potential
corresponding to a given equilibrium single particle density of a classical
system. Results are established for both the canonical and grand canonical
distributions. It is shown that for essentially all systems without hard core
interactions, there is a unique external potential which produces any given
density. The external potential is shown to be a continuous function of the
density and, in certain cases, it is shown to be differentiable. As a consequence
of the differentiability of the inverse map (which is established without
reference to the hard core structure in the grand canonical ensemble), we prove
the existence of the Ornstein-Zernike direct correlation function. A set of
necessary, but not sufficient conditions for the solution of the inverse problem
in systems with hard core interactions is derived.
1. Introduction

The inverse problem in classical statistical mechanics concerns the relationship
between classical systems and their equilibrium single particle densities. Consider
a finite temperature classical system of N particles characterized by an interaction
W(xv...,%),
where x. denotes all the coordinates (e.g. space, spin, etc.) of the zth
particle. W is henceforth regarded as a fixed, given function. It need not be
symmetric. If an external potential, U{x), is applied to the system, the density of the
ϊ th particle in the canonical distribution is
ρW

x^ZΓj1

ί e x p — W ( x u . . . , x N ) — Y U(x.) dx< ...dx{...dxN,
L

(1.1)

7 = 1

where dxt indicates that there is no integration over χί5 and
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Zv=$exp\-W(Xl,...,xN)-

Σ

dx1...dxN

(1.2)

is the canonical partition function for the external potential U. For convenience,
we have taken inverse temperature β = 1. The equilibrium single particle density of
the system is then simply
Q(U;X)=

ΣQiW x).

(1.3)

ί= 1

Here we address the inverse problem: Given a function ρ(x)^0 with
J ρ(x) dx = N, does there exist a single particle external potential, U{x), such that
ρ(x) is the equilibrium density of the system with potential U{x) as given by
(1.1H1.3)?
One of us [1] (E.H.L.) has studied an analogous quantum mechanical problem
in which ρ(χ) is the one particle reduction of a pure ground state Ψ(xv ...,x N ).
There it was shown that there exist densities ρ(x) which do not correspond to the
pure ground state of a system with potential W + ΣU for any choice of U. Levy [2]
reached the same conclusion. Englisch and Englisch [3] proved that even if mixed
ground states are allowed, one can construct a ρ which does not come from any U.
A similar problem for quantum lattice systems has recently been investigated by
Hugenholtz [4]. However, rigorous results on the inverse conjecture for classical
statistical mechanics have been limited. Nevertheless, the classical conjecture is
implicit in many theories of non-uniform fluids in particular, certain models of
the liquid-vapor interface depend crucially on the validity of the conjecture for
specific systems (see Evans [5] and references therein). In this context, several
authors have derived formal expressions for the potential for the case of hard core
interactions in one dimension [6-8].
In this paper, we provide a proof of the inverse conjecture for a large class of
systems in both the canonical and the grand canonical distributions. For a single
species of particles in the canonical distribution, we prove that if
N

\W+(xv...,xN)Y\ρ(Xi)dNx<cβ,

(1.4)

ί = l

and
Mxi,.-.,**)] Π <?(*/) Λ < oo,

(1.5)

then there exists a unique potential U(x) corresponding to the density ρ(x). In
expression (1.4), W+ denotes the positive part of the interaction potential W,
namely W+{xv...9xN)
=
max{W{xv...,xN)9O}.
It is worth pointing out that condition (1.4) is by no means superfluous. Indeed,
there are numerous examples of systems that violate (1.4) in which the inverse
conjecture fails. For instance, if W is a sum of two-body hard core potentials of
radius R, and ρ(χ) is an integrable function supported entirely within a region of
radius R, then clearly there does not exist any well defined physical potential U(x)
such that ρ(x) = ρ(U;x). Condition (1.4) excludes systems of this sort, but it allows
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W to have integrable singularities. Condition (1.5) essentially excludes systems that
would have infinite free energy if the single particle density were ρ(x). The physical
reasoning underlying this condition is explained in more detail in Sect. 2.
We shall always assume that the coordinates, x , of the zth particle lie in some
σ-finite measure space (A,dx). The assumption of σ-finiteness is technically
necessary to guarantee that the product space (AN, dNx} is well defined and obeys
the standard product space theorems (e.g., Fubini's theorem). All spaces of
physical interest are <τ-finite. We emphasize that we place no other restrictions on
the measure space (Λ,dx}. The generality of the measure space (A,dx} is not
simply a mathematical nicety, for it allows our results to be applied to a very large
class of physical systems. In particular, </t, dx) may represent a single particle
space for a system in any dimension. The space (A, dx} need not be IR" it may, for
example, be the surface of a sphere or a torus, or even a classical lattice. Moreover,
A need not correspond exclusively to spatial variables - the results apply equally
well to momentum space, phase space or any space of internal variables (e.g.,
intrinsic spin).
Among the continuous systems to which our results apply, one of notable
physical interest is the Coulomb gas in two dimensions (at temperatures for which
the system exists). Regarding {A, dx} as a space of spin variables, one may of
course apply these results to Ising or Heisenberg type magnets. Finally, we remark
that if one wishes to consider densities defined on some subset of the natural space
of a system, it is possible to simply integrate out the "unnecessary" degrees of
freedom and take </l, dx} to be the subspace on which the densities are defined.
We also stress that no specific assumptions have been made on the form of the
interaction W(xv ...,xN). In general, W will be a sum of one-body through N-body
interactions, none of which are endowed with any special symmetry.
Existence and uniqueness of the potential U corresponding to a density ρ are
proved in Sect. 2. Next we examine some properties of the inverse map U(ρ). In
Sect. 3, it is shown that the inverse map is continuous in a sense which is natural
for the system. Differentiability of the inverse map is discussed in Sect. 4. There we
prove that if W is a bounded interaction, then the inverse map possesses a Frechet
derivative and we show that this derivative provides some local information on the
structure of U.
Natural generalizations of the inverse problem are discussed in Sects. 5 and 6.
The inverse problem for systems with several species of particles is investigated in
Sect. 5, in which it is shown that there exist unique families of potentials that
produce a given family of densities of various particle species. In Sect. 6, we study
systems with massive or charged coupling. For these systems, we prove that there
exists a unique gravitational or electric potential corresponding to a given mass or
charge density.
The inverse problem may also be formulated within the context of the grand
canonical ensemble. This is done in Sect. 8. The system is characterized by an
infinite family, (WN\ iV=l,2,..., of interaction potentials. Suppose that we are
given a density function ρ{x)^0 with jρ(x)dx = n, where n is the expected particle
number of the system. We assume that a stability condition analogous to Eq. (1.5)
is satisfied and that a few of the WN satisfy (1.4). Under these assumptions, it is
shown (Subsect. 8ii) that there exists a unique external potential U(x) such that
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ρ(x) is the single particle density of a system with total potentials WN{xv ...,%)
N

\

\

+ £ UixM. It is worth noting that only one interaction, W^ for N> n, is required
ί=l

I

to obey condition (1.4). Hence, these results are applicable to systems in which the
grand canonical partition function has been truncated by taking WN = GO for all N
greater than some fixed N' ^ N.
In Subsects. 8(iii) and 8(iv), we prove continuity and differentiability of the
inverse map U(ρ) for the grand canonical ensemble. The methods of Subsect. 8(iv)
also provide us with a local existence result for hard core interactions. The inverse
problem for several species in the grand canonical ensemble is discussed in
Subsect. 8(v). In 8(vi), systems with massive or charged coupling are investigated.
Within the context of the grand canonical ensemble, there are various forms of the
inverse problem for these systems. If one may onl y adjust the overall chemical
potential, it is shown that there exists an electric potential which produces a given
charge density and total particle number. However, the ability to adjust the
chemical potentials of particles of different charge independently implies that we
can also find an electric potential and a set of fugacities corresponding to a given
charge density with a preprescribed set of expected particle numbers.
We have already remarked that the inverse conjecture fails for some systems
with hard core potentials. A more detailed discussion of restrictions in the hard
core case appears in Sect. 9.
Some technical theorems on the convergence of product functions, used in
proving many of the aforementioned results, have been relegated to an appendix.
2. Existence and Uniqueness
Let {Λ,dx} be a measure space and let {ΛN,dNx} denote the iV-fold cartesian
product measure space. Let X = (xv ...,xN) denote an element of ΛN. Given the
function
ρ\Λ-+JR,ρ{x)^09 $ρ(x)dx = N,

(2.1)

A

it is convenient to introduce the normalized measure
dμ=^ρ(x)dx

(2.2)

on A and the corresponding product measure

dNμ= Π [CW/ΛΓIΛ
i=

(2.3)

1

on ΛN.
Notation. A function / : M->R defined on a measure space <M, dm} is said to be
in L»(dm) if [S\f(m)\>dmy»= \\f\)p(dm) is finite. | | / | L = ess sup |/(m)|.
Let W(X\ the interaction, be a given function which satisfies
W:ΛN-+JR, W+eLί(dNμle~weL1{dNμ).

(2.4)
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Then we can introduce yet another finite measure
dλ = e~wdNμ
N

w

1

(2.5)
1

N

on Λ . The condition e~ eL (d μ) insures that dλ is absolutely continuous with
respect to dNμ, while W+eL1(dNμ) implies that dNμ is absolutely continuous with
respect to dλ. Thus dNμ and dλ are equivalent 1 measures on ΛN.
We should like to determine whether there exists a function U : /L^IRsuch that
ρ = ρ(U) a.e. [dx\ where ρ(U) is given by Eq. (1.3). Actually, we note U only
appears in the definition of ρ(U) in the form e~u. Since it may be the case that
e~u = 0 (which would correspond to U=oo) on sets of nonzero measure, let us
instead determine whether there exists a function e~u :/L—>IR+ such that ρ = ρ(U)
a.e. [dx]
Alternatively, let us consider the canonical density of a system at external
potential

(2.6)

U=-log(ρ/N)+V,

where ρ is the given function in Eq. (2.1). In terms of the function V, the canonical
density of the i th particle is

!,...,**)- Σ
• UlQ{xj)/mdx1...£i-dxN,

(2.7)

7=1

where

Z(F)=Jexp -Mxi

% ) - Σ VixMdy.

(2.8)

ί= 1

Then the single particle density as a function of V is

QΛx)= Σ Qv.fa)-

(2-9)

ί= 1

The inverse problem in terms of the potential U is clearly equivalent to the
problem of finding a function V: Λ->ΊR, ov e~v: /L->IR+, such that ρ = ρv a.e. \_dx~].
Note. We emphasize that U is the physical external potential. V is a useful
mathematical construct which we shall call a potential in the hope that such
terminology will not be confusing to the reader,
Remark. The decomposition in Eq. (2.6) is useful in the sense that it divides out the
ideal gas (W=0) behavior. Whenever W=0, the inverse problem is trivial; the
solution is simply V=0. Moreover, in the general case, ρ need not have support on
all of A. Hence the external potential, U, may be required to provide "walls" which
cut-off the density in part of the system. The piece of the potential which
accomplishes this is —log(ρ/N), whereas V only alters the density on the support
of ρ.
1

Refer to the appendix for definitions of absolute continuity and equivalence of measures
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The existence of a V such that ρ = ρv is established by means of a variational
technique. For fixed W and ρ, consider the functional
1

8r(^ = [ 2 : ( F ) ] - e x p [ - J V ί 7 ^ ] .

(2.10)

To insure that the numerator and denominator of g are separately well defined, we
restrict attention to the set of functions "V defined by
r = {V\Λ-*Wi\VeL\dμ\ Z(V)<oo}.

(2.11)

Remark, (i) The set f" is not empty. In particular Oef" since OeL^dμ), and
e~weL\dNμ)
=> Z(0)<oo.
(ii) The condition e~weLi(dNμ) can be replaced by the condition ^#=0, since
if there exists Vey,

Σ V(χi)>w

then by taking W=W+

e

n a v e

a n

equivalent

i= 1

problem for the system characterized by interaction W.
(Hi) We observe that Z(V)>0 for all V in "V since, by Jensen's inequality,
•0.

(2.12)

Formally, the variational derivative of log 5 is given by
(2.13)
Thus the problem of finding a potential corresponding to ρ may be reduced to that
of showing the existence of an extremum (in Ψ*) of g.
From (2.10) and (2.12), we have:
Proposition 2.1. Suppose W+eL\dNμ)
and e-ψeL1(dNμ).
(a) g is (uniformly) bounded above in Ψ*.
1(

^μ)],

Then:
(2.14)

(b) For all CeWiand VeV, S(7+C) = g(F).
Let us define
oo.

(2.15)

VeΨ

Theorem 2.2. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2J, there exists Vei^ which
maximizes g.
Proof. Let (Vn) be a maximizing sequence in Ψ" for g, i.e. \im<$(Vn) = R. By
Proposition 2.1(b), without loss of generality we may add a constant to each Vn so
thatZ(KB) = l.
With this normalization, the sequence (Fn) of functions defined by
(2.16)
satisfies FneL2(dλ) with ||F π || 2 ( ( U ) = 1. Thus, by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem, there
is a subsequence [also denoted by (FJ] which converges weakly in L2(dλ), i.e.
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Fn -^ F in L2(dλ). Since dλ is equivalent to the product measure dNμ on ΛN, it
follows from Theorem A.3 that F is a product of identical, [dμ] measurable
functions. Hence there exists F:/L->IR such that

F= Π
We shall show that Ve Ψ" and that V maximizes g.
First we consider the denominator of J5 Since the denominator is weakly lower
semicontinuous in Fn,
1 = lim Z(FJ = lim f dλF* ^\dλF2=Z{V).
n->
n-> oo
oo

(2.18)

n-> oo

Thus Z(V) is finite. In order to establish that Vei^, it suffices to show that
VeL\dμ).
We first show that V_eL1(dμ), where V__ denotes the negative part of the
function V=V+-V_. Let T={xeΛ\ F_(x)>0}. If μ(T) = O, then clearly
V_eLι(dμ). Suppose μ(T)>0. Then [since \ehdm<oo => h+eL^dmJ], the finiteness of Z(V) implies that (-W~Σ V)+eL1(dNμ). But
and W+eL\dNμ). Hence ( - Σ V)+eL\dNμ). Moreover
N

N

N

-Σ

(2.20)

ί=l

where χτ is the characteristic function of the set T. Then, since J χ Γ dμ = μ(T) > 0, it
is clear that V_eL1(dμ).
In order to show that V+eL1(dμ), let us define the truncated functions
m

(12,,

and
\V{x)

V{x)^k

(2.22)

where m and k are positive integers. V_eL1(dμ) => VkeL1(dμ). By Jensen's
inequality
exp -~\{Vn-Vk)dμ-\{W-Wm)dNμ

S J [ft exp( - T/,/2) exp( + 7fc/2)] exp( W^)dA.
w

ex

F

(2.23)

We note that exp(^ )GL°°(d>l) and Π P( V2)eL°°(dλ), and that
QO
1
L {dλ)CL (dλ), since the measure d2 is finite. However, by the convergence of
(Fn), and the fact j Vndμ-+—log—, we have, for all m and fc,
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k

lim exp[- ~\{Vn-V )dμ-\{W-

m

N

W )d μ

φ[-{W-

m

N

(2.24)

W )~\d μ^l.
k

m

The second inequality follows from the fact that V ^V
and W ^ W. By
dominated convergence, we may remove the truncation on W, i.e.
lim \{W-Wm)dNμ = 0.

(2.25)

m->oo

Then, recalling that V_eLι(dμ), we obtain from (2.24)
lim exp( - N f Vn dμ) ^ exp [ M V__dμ-\ V\dμ)~\,

(2.26)

«-> oo

where
ρ^(x)=J

+

+

=

(2.27)

By monotone convergence of F+,
lim exp(- N J Fn ^μ) ύ exp [N(f F_ dμ - J F + dμ)] .

(2.28)

Recall that for all n, Z(Vn) = l and hence g(Fn) = exp(-JVJ> Λ dμ). Then by
Eq. (2.28)
exp[JV(f V_dμ-[ V+ dμ)~\ ^ lim g(Fn) = # > 0 .

(2.29)

M->00

Evidently V+eL1(dμ), and hence Vef^.
Finally, to see that V maximizes g, recall that by Eq. (2.18)
Combining this with Eq. (2.29), we find
(2.30)
Noting that R= supg(s) and FeiΓ, we obtain the desired result.

Q

self

Corollary. // (VneΫ~) is a maximizing sequence for g normalized so that Z(Vn) = i,
then some subsequence of the sequence {Fn), defined by Eq. (2.16), converges strongly
in L\dλ\
Proof We recall that if Z(Vn) = 1, then some subsequence of (Fn) converges weakly
in L2(dλ). Thus, in order to establish strong convergence, it suffices to show that
the norms converge, i.e. Z(F)-+Z(F). By Eq. (2.18), lim Z(F)^Z(F). Suppose
n-> oo

lim Z(Vn)>Z(V). Then it follows from Eq. (2.28) that

n-> oo

R,
a contradiction. Thus Fn->F strongly in L2(dλ).

(2.31)

Q

Remark. It should be pointed out that the convergence of (Fn) to a product
function could have been established by relying on specific properties of the
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maximizing sequence (cf. proof of Theorem 6.2), rather than by invoking
Theorem A.3. However, for the proof of Theorem 2.2, these methods would have
been unnecessarily cumbersome.
v

1

Remark. Had the maximizing V satisfied e~ eL {dμ\
the proof of Theorem 2.2
could have been simplified. One could have taken a maximizing sequence which
converged in a single particle space and considerations about the convergence of
product functions would have been unnecessary. Theorem 2.2 demonstrates that
the maximizing V is in f , and hence it is natural to ask whether it is also in the
space
r = {V:Λ-^1R\VeL1(dμle-veLί(dμ)}.

(2.32)

As the following example demonstrates, generically VφΫ~. Evidently, it is the
fully interacting measure, dλ, and not the single particle space measure, dμ, which
is of physical relevance.
Example. Consider a two particle system in one dimension on the unit interval,
Λ = (0,1), with interaction potential W(xiy) = {xy)~1/2. A single particle density of
the form

]

^

(2.33)

ξ

xo

s

with
Z=ίexp[-l/]/^]~^j/,

(2.34)

may be produced by applying an external potential U{x) = logx. It is easy to verify
that ρeL1(dx), W+eL1(d2μ), and e~weL1(d2μ). Thus ρ is an admissible density for
this system. Hence by Theorem 2.2 there exists a F e f which maximizes %.
Indeed, V is given by F = log(.xρ/2).
1

Clearly Z(F) = Z < o o . Moreover, we easily verify that \\V\ρdx<co.
o
VeL\dμ\ so that VeΫ~. However, e~vφL1(dμ\ and hence Vφf^ since
1

Thus

x

1
\e~ dμ = J - ώ c = oo.
(2.35)
o
ox
Theorem 2.3. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.1, there exists Ve Ψ* such that
ρ(x) = ρv(x) for all xeΛ.
v

Remark. Below we shall prove that there exists a F e f " such that ρ = ρv a.e.
on A. However, by the definition of ρv [Eq. (2.7)-(2.9)], it is clear that if we find a
Ve y such that ρ = ρv a.e. [<ix], then we can modify V on a set of zero measure to
obtain a F e f such that ρ(x) = ρy(x) for every xeΛ.
Proof By Theorem 2.2, there exists a VeV such that %(V) = R. For this F,
calculate ρv according to Eqs. (2.7)-(2.9) and define

ί+i

M*)^M

1-1

ρv(x)<ρ(x)

V
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Note that ^eL 00 , and hence for every ε>0, (V + εr\)e'V => g(F)^g(F + ετ?). Also
%(V + sη) = %(V)[l-ε\(ρ-ρv)ηdχ-] + O(ε2).

(2.37)

Thus

Evidently ρ = ρv a.e. [dx\. Π
Theorem 2.4. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.ί, if there exists a measurable
function F:/l—>IR such that ρ = ρv a.e. [<Ax], then
(a) Ver.
(b) Up to a constant, V is unique a.e. [dμ\.
Proof, (a) If ρ = ρv a.e. \_dx], then by definition 0 < Z(V) < oo. Hence it suffices to
show that VeL\dμ). By a proof identical to that in Theorem 2.2 [cf. Eqs. (2.19)
and (2.20)], Z(F)<oo => V_eL\dμ).
Next we show that V+eL\dμ). Since Z(F)>0,
F,

(2-39)

where

j
is a unit measure. Thus (^ V)+eLί(dσv).

(2-40)

But

(2 4 1 )

(Σn+^Σ^=Σn-Σ^Moreover, since V_eL1(dμ) and ρ F = ρ,
oo > \V_ρdx= \V_ρvdx=\YJV_dσv

(2.42)

=> Σ V_eL\dσv). Thus ^ F+ eL\dσv). Then
F

oo> J Σ +

r f σ

=

=

κ ί^+^^ ί

] /

+^^

(

2 43

)
r

(b) Suppose there exist V1 and F2 such that ρVi =ρV2 = ρ. By part (a), Vv V2ei .
Then by Jensen's inequality
F1-F2)φ],

(2.44)

Z(F 2 )/Z(K 1 )^exp[-JΣ(K 2 -F 1 )d σ K l ]=exp[-Nj(K ! -7 1 )dAί].

(2.45)

while
Therefore
ί

(2.46)
N

Evidently, Jensen's inequality is saturated, implying that the integrand YJ(Vί — F2)
is a constant, c, a.e. \_dσv^\. But, since F 2 ef\ dσVi is equivalent to dλ, which is in
N
N
turn equivalent to d μ. Hence the measures dσv and d μ are equivalent. (This is a
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crucial point. Equivalence of the measures fails for the hard core case!) Thus
F

V

N

Σ ( i - i) = c a.e. ld μ]

=> (V, - V2) = c/N a.e. \dμ\. D

Corollary. // (Vn) is a maximizing sequence for g, normalized so that Z(Vn) = 1, then
Π exp [ - Vn(Xi)/2] -> Π exp [ - V(Xi)/2]

(2.47)

strongly in L2(dλ).
Proof. This follows immediately from the corollary to Theorem 2.2 and uniqueness of V. •
Summary. Thus far, the following has been proved. Under the assumption that W+
and e'w are in Lί(dNμ) = L1[Yllρ(xi)/N]dNx),
(thereby excluding the hard core
case):
(i) There is precisely one V= U + log{ρ/N) such that ρ = ρv.
(ii) This V is also the unique V that maximizes <S(V).
In the next section, we turn to a discussion of some properties of the map ρ-> U.
In Sects. 5 and 6, we shall return to generalizations of the results of this section.
3. Continuity of the Inverse Map
Consider an iV particle system with fixed interaction W and a sequence of densities
(ρn), each of which is admissible in the sense of Eq. (2.4), i.e.
W+eL\dNμn)

and e-weL\dNμn),

(3.1)

where
dμn = (ρn/N)dx.

(3.2)

Then by the results of Sect. 2, there exists a sequence of potentials (Un) such that
ρn = ρ(Un). If the sequence of densities converges, in some sense, to an admissible
density ρ, then we shall show that the potentials converge to a potential U such
that ρ = ρ(U), and hence that the inverse map U(ρ) is (sequentially) continuous.
First we define the topology in which the densities are taken to converge. For
fixed W, the set of admissible densities is given by

Y\ρeL\W+dNx)).

(3.3)

Since the conditions imposed on admissible densities involve product functions on
ΛN, it is natural to define our topology on the product space
(3.4)
/N

We shall say that a sequence \ Γ I ^ « G ^ / c o n v e r g e s to J ^ ρ e ί ^ if
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Πρ π -*ΠU

strongly in L\e-wdNx)9

(3.5)

and
N

N

Ekn-"ΠU

weakly in L\dNx),

(3.6)

and
N

N

This type of convergence shall be denoted by ρn—>ρ in Q)h\ Note that ρn—>ρ in 3N
implies that ρ is admissible. Observe also that condition (3.6) is clearly equivalent
to
ρn -^ ρ weakly in ^(dx).
(3.6a)
Next we specify an appropriate topology for convergence of the external
potentials. Recall that the maximizing potential V for some ρeΘ satisfies
N

Z(V)< oo, and hence the function e~v = {ρ/N)e~v satisfies
Thus we define the space of potentials

Y\e~L!eL1(e~wdNx).
I

N

e~ueL1(e~w

dNx)f,

(3.8)

with the usual Lί(e~wdNx) norm on WN.
The principal result of this section is that the inverse map is continuous with
respect to the topologies defined above; namely, if ρ n - > ρ in ΘN, then
f|exp(— Un)-> jfj exp(— U) in %N.
Remark. The measure,
dσ = e'wdNx9

(3.9)

which appears in the definitions of the spaces 3 and °U is not, in general,
equivalent to dNx on AN. However, if (ρ J is any sequence of densities in 3, then dσ
and dNx are clearly equivalent on ANCAN where A= (J supp(ρπ) (see definition
n

below). It is only subsets of AN of this form which are relevant for convergence of
sequences in 3N and %N.
Definition. If ρ is a nonnegative function on a set A, the support of ρ, denoted by
supp(ρ), is the set
{xeA\ρ(x)>0}.
Notation. Let (ρn) be a sequence of densities in 3. Then we may construct
corresponding sequences of partition functions (Zn) and functional ( g j defined
on sets of potentials ( ^ ) , where Z n , 3f«> a n < ^ ^ a r e given by Eqs. (2.8), (2.10), and
N
(2.11) with ρ replaced by ρn. If ρ ^ ρ in 3 , then we construct the analogous
quantities Z, g, and Ψ* for the limit function ρ.
We may also define the quantities Rn= supg^S), as in Eq. (2.15), and the
SeΨn

analogous quantity R for the limit function ρ.
V= V{ρ) will refer to the maximizing potential for the limit functional g and
U= U(ρ)= — log(ρ/iV)+ V(ρ) will refer to the corresponding external potential.
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The following lemma demonstrates that R(ρ), which
Proposition 2.1(a), is sequentially lower semicontinuous in ρ.

is

finite

by

N

Lemma 3.1. Suppose Qn~+Q in Θ . Then
(3.10)

XϊmmϊR >R.
n->co

Proof. Let (Sm) be a maximizing sequence for g in Ψ*. It is clear that without loss of
generality we may take SmeL™. Then, for all m and n, Smei^n. Hence

(3.11)

)^USJSeΨn

By hypothesis, Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6a) are satisfied. Thus g n (S m )->g(S m ). Hence
^

lim S Π (SJ = g(S w ).
M

(3.12)

* oo

Equation (3.10) follows by taking the limit m-»co.

•

N

Given a 2 convergent sequence of densities (ρM), Theorem 2.2 insures that
there exist corresponding maximizing potentials {Vne/V^ from which we may
construct the sequence ((ρn/N)e~Vne<%). The next proposition establishes that the
latter sequence does indeed converge and that the limit function defines a potential
V. Theorem 3.3 shows that the V so defined maximizes g, and hence that the
inverse map is continuous.
Proposition 3.2. Suppose (ρn) converges to ρ in ΘN. Let (VneΫ~n) be the corresponding sequence of maximizing potentials, normalized so that Zn(Vn) = l. Let
Un= — log(ρn/N)+ VtP and construct the sequence (Fn) of
functions
N

Fn= Y[exp(— Un/2\ Then, for some subsequence,
Fn~-F

weakly in L2{dσ).

(3.13)

Moreover, there exists a function U :Λ-+1R. such that

F=UQM-U/2).

(3.14)

Proof Fn is norm bounded in L2(dσ) [since Zn(Vn) = l~], and hence a convergent
subsequence exists by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem. Using Theorem A.3, the form
of the weak limit follows from an earlier remark on the equivalence of the measure
dσ to the underlying product measure dNx. •
Remark. We may define the potential V by setting
ύ

Ϋ

whenever

ρ(x)>0.

(3.15)

When ρ(χ) = 0, the definition of V(x) is arbitrary; we set V(x) = 0 when ρ(x) = 0.
Then
e~ϋ^(ρ/N)e~i/ a.e. [Λc] .
JV

(3.16)

N

Corollary. Π ^ e x P ( ~ VJ2) "" Π ^ e x P ( ~ ^/ 2 ) weakly in L\dσ).

(3.17)
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2

1 2

Proof. By hypothesis, Π ^ « ^ Π ^ strongly in L^dσ), and thus Π f t ^ " * Π ^
2
2
2
2
strongly in L (dσ) (because \a — b\ ^\a — b \ for a,b^0). By the proposition,
2
2
Fn -* Y\ exp( — U/2) weakly in L (dσ). It is easy to verify that the product of an L
2
1
strongly convergent sequence and an L weakly convergent sequence is an L
weakly convergent sequence, and that the limit is the product of the limits
112
of the two factor sequences. Thus Y\ρnQxp{-Vn/2)-^Y\{ρN)
Qxpl-U/2]
ι
= PJρexp[— F/2] weakly in L (dσ). The last equality follows from the previous
remark. •
Remark. Note that although VneΨ*n, it is not necessarily the case that VneΨ\
Hence (Vn) is not in general a maximizing sequence for g. Also, it is not yet clear
that Vei^. In Theorem 3.3, we shall prove that in fact V=V, the maximizing
potential for g.
Theorem 3.3. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.2, the function V defined by
Eq. (3.15) maximizes S Furthermore
strongly in L\άσ).

(3.18)

Proof. Since Zn(Vn) = ί and Z is weakly lower semicontinuous in F,
1 = Jim Zn{Vn) = Jim | | Π (ί? n /^) 1 / 2 exp(- VJ2)\\2
^ | | Π e x p ( - ϋll)\\2m^

m

HΠ(e/iV) 1 / 2 exp(- V/2)\\2(dσ) = Z(V).

(3.19)

The second inequality in (3.19) follows from the (pointwise) inequality in Eq. (3.16).
We claim that VeΨ". According to Eq. (3.19), Z(V) is finite. Thus it suffices to
show that VeL1{dμ). As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we decompose V into
positive and negative pieces, V+ and V_, with V=V+ — V_. By reasoning analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.2 [cf. Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20)], Z(V)
<oo=>V_e I}(dμy
To establish that V+eLι(dμ\ we shall now show that
e x p ( - j Vρ dx)^ lim sup e x p ( - f Vnρn dx).

(3.20)

Define the truncated functions

and

and

[m

where fc, m, and p are positive integers. Then by Jensen's inequality

^ ί ΠijjQn e x P(- VJ2)exp( + VΊ/2)exp(- V?/2)\ exp(Wp)dσ. (3.24)
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Noting that Γ K e x P ( + Fΐ/2)exp(- F™/2)]exp(^)eL°°(dσ) and using the corollary to Proposition 3.2, we have that as rc-*oo, the right-hand side of Eq. (3.24)
becomes
N

i

I

( - F/2)exp( + F*/2)exp(- V?/2)\exp(Wp)dσ.

(3.25)

Let us consider the limiting form of the terms on the left-hand side of Eq. (3.24).
First, since F*, V^eL^idx) and ρn - ρ weakly in L\dx\
lim J(F* ~ V™)ρndx = ί(Fj - V?)ρdx.

(3.26)

n-> oo

By the definition of Wp, for all n,
j (W- Wp) Π Qn dNx =${W+- Wp) Π Qn dNx,
(3.27)
where W+ and Wp are the positive parts of W and Wp. Since WpeLcc(dNx) and
Π Qn ~" Π Q weakly in L1(dNx),
lim \WPY\ρndΉx=\WPY\ρ
dNx.
(3.28)
Thus in the limit as n->oo, Eq. (3.24) becomes
N
limsupexp - — \Vnρndx

ex

ί

N

P\+ w

exp[-

L

iV

^ ί Π C e x P ( - ^/2) exp ( + F* /2) exp ( - FT/2)] exp (PFP) ^ ,

(3.29)

iV

where dA= Y[(ρ/N)e~wdNx

is the finite measure introduced in Eq. (2.5).

Note that for all k and p
Π[exp(-F/2)exp( + Fί/
ex

fc

^Π[ P(-^/2)exp(+F+ /
k

< II FT pYnί 4- V /1M\ \\f>γ-n(WpM\ FTpynΓ

Vllλ

—^ H I I t / Λ U ^ \^ V j JLJ II on II ^ Λ - U yVV

V j £*)

/ || no I I ^-Λ. j - ^ ^

Cλ 'λOλ
\-^ -'^'/

Since Z(V) < co, the function on the right-hand side of (3.31) is in L2(dλ\ and hence
(since dλ is a finite measure) in ^(dλ). Thus we may use dominated convergence to
remove the truncation on exp(— Vϋ!/2) on the right-hand side of (3.29). Since FΓ is
an increasing sequence, we use monotone convergence of V™ to F_ on the lefthand side of (3.29). Then, in the limit m->oo,
limsupexp \-—\Vnρndx

)| exp

N

N

e x p [ - ί {W- W»)d μ] S
(3.31)
The second inequality follows from the observation that, for all k and p, F + ^ Fj
and W^WP. Finally, by dominated convergence of (W— Wp) and monotone
convergence of F+, in the limit as p-^oo and fc-*co, Eq. (3.31) becomes
limsupexp(— j Fnρn<ix) ^ e x p ( — j F + ρ ^ x ) e x p ( + j F_ ρdx).

(3.32)
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Recall that, for all n, Zn(Vn) = l, and hence gπ(Fn) = e x p ( - j Vnρn dx). Then by
(3.32) and Lemma 3.1

~ ί V+Q

n>oo

^ liminfgB(FΠ) = liminfK > K > 0 .
n->oo

(3.33)

n->oo
ι

Since V_eL\dμ\ this implies that V+eL (dμ). Hence
Finally, we show that V maximizes g. Rewrite (3.32) in the form
e x p ( - f F ρ d x ) ^ l i m s u p e x p ( - \Vnρndx),

(3.34)

n—• co

and recall from Eq. (3.19) that
(3.35)

Z{V)^\imZn{Vn).
n~* oc

Then, by (3.34), (3.35), and (3.33)
(3.36)
Since Ve V, evidently the inequality saturates i.e. V maximizes 3.
The saturation of Eq. (3.36) implies that (3.35) must also be saturated.
However, recalling the derivation of (3.35) [cf. Eq. (3.19)], this in turn implies that
two other inequalities must be saturated. The first yields the equality

lim IIΠ to^/ΛO172 exp( - t^/2)|| 2W<T) = | | Π e x p ( ~ C>/2)ll 2Wσ) -

(3.37)

Combining the above norm convergence with the weak convergence in Eq. (3.13),
we conclude that the subsequence converges strongly in L2(dσ),
( - Vn/2)-> Π e x p ( - U/2).

(3.38)

Saturation of the second inequality in Eq. (3.19) implies that
>

d

σ

)

.

(3.39)

Then, by the pointwise inequality in Eq. (3.16) and the equivalence of the measures
dσ and dNx, this implies
Π e x p ( - U/2) = Π (Q/N)1'2

e x p ( - V/2) a.e. [dσ] .

(3.40)

Hence for the subsequence under consideration
Π QI12 e x p ( - VJ2)^ Π Qm

e x

P ( - V/2) strongly in L\dσ).

(3.41)

Since V maximizes g, by Theorem 2.3, V satisfies ρ = Qy and hence, by
Theorem 2.4, V is unique up to a constant a.e. \dμ~\. Here this constant is fixed by
the saturation of Eq. (3.19) which yields Z(V) = \. By uniqueness, the entire
sequence converges in the sense of Eq. (3.41), which is the desired result. •
Corollary. The inverse map is sequentially continuous in the sense that if ρn-^ρ in
@N, and if (Un) is the corresponding sequence of external potentials defined by
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N

Π e x p ( - Un)-> Π

ex

P ( - U)

strongly in L\dσ),

(3.42)

[_dx].

(3.43)

where U is the potential such that Q = ρ(U).
Moreover, there is a subsequence such that
Un(x)^U(x)z.e.

Proof. (3.42) follows immediately from the theorem. Then by strong convergence,
N

N
x

there is a subsequence such that Σ Un( i)~* Σ U(xt) a.e. [dσ]. Thus, (3.43)
follows from equivalence of the measures dσ and dNx.
•
Remark. Equation (3.42) gives us convergence of exp(— £ Un(xt)) to
ex
P ( ~ Σ U(Xi)) in a strong sense; however, it is convergence on the product space
(ΛN,dσ}. Although (3.42) implies (3.43), it does not give us convergence of the
entire sequence on the single particle space (Λ, dx}. The reason for this difficulty is
that typically Vnφi^ and thus, although V maximizes 5, (Vn) is not a maximizing
sequence for g If WeL00, 2) may be replaced by Lx(dx) (cf. Proposition 4.1) and it
is easy to show that (Vn) is a maximizing sequence. The proof of continuity then
follows from the corollary to Theorem 2.4 and we find that exp [ — U{ρ)] is a
continuous map from Lx{dx) to L1(<ix).
The special features of the case We L00 will be discussed in some detail in the
next section on differentiability.
4. Differentiability of the Inverse Map for Bounded W
In this section we prove the existence of a Frechet derivative of the inverse map for
WeL"0. In the general case, W+eL1(dNμ\ there are intrinsic difficulties with the
question of differentiability which we shall not pursue here. We emphasize that
although we take WeU°', we only require that ρeL1(dx). This of course allows the
density to be quite singular.
When WeL™, it will be shown below that all positive L1 functions of norm N
are admissible densities and the maximizing potentials, V, are always in L 00 . These
properties enable us to make use of the Banach space implicit function theorem to
show the existence of a Frechet derivative.
δV
Definition. To say that V(ρ) has a Frechet derivative at ρ with kernel — (ρ x, y)
means that if ρeϋ(dx) and δρeL1{dx\ then
δV
V(ρ + δρ;x) = V(ρ;x)+$1Γ(ρ;x,y)δρ(y)dy
όρ

+ o(δρ)(x),

(4.1)

where o(δρ) is a function with the property that \\o{δρ)\\lidx)/\\δρ\\1(dx)-+0 as
||<5ρ||1(ίίx)-^0. More precisely, this latter condition means that there exists a
function φ{t\ t>0 such that 0(ί)/ί->O as ί->0 and \\o(δρ)\\Hdx)Sφ(\\δρ\\1(dx)).
Remark. Without loss of generality, e~w may always be replaced by (e~w)sym, the
symmetric part of e~w, since the definition of Z(V) in Eq. (2.8) remains unchanged
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m

and the variational derivative of 3f Eq (2.13) is unaffected. This amounts to
replacing W by — log[(e~^) s y m ]. The new W is clearly still in L°°. Henceforth we
w
shall drop the subscript sym and assume that e~ has been symmetrized. The
definition of ρ F , Eqs. (2.7)-(2.9), becomes
v

l
co

N

Proposition 4.1. // WeL (d x\

N

d

1

x

(4.2)

.

then [see (3.3)]:

® = {Q'.Λ->^+\ρeL\dx\

(a)

-

||ρ|| 1 ( d J C ) = JV}.

(4.3)

V(ρ)eLco(dμ).

(b) For every ρe@,

Proof, (a) By definition, if ρe@ as given by (3.3), then ρeS) as given by (4.3).
If WeLco(dNx) and ρeQ) as given by (4.3), then
U ,

(4.4)

and
N

which implies that ρeΘ as given by (3.3).
(b) Since ρ e ^ , by Theorems 2.2-2.4, there exists a unique Vei^ defined a.e.
\dμ\ satisfying:
(i)

(4.6)

Z(V) = U

and
e+V{x) = § e~w Y[ (ρ/N)e~v dN~1x.

(ii)

(4.7)

Condition (i) fixes the normalization of V, while condition (ii) implies that ρ = ρv.
Now by (i)

ί ^

+

| | J ]

1

/

J

V

,

(4.8)

while by (ii)

^pi-llWJJ^e^dμf-^e^^ύoxpi+llWJlJ^e^dμf-1.
Equations (4.8) and (4.9) provide a pointwise bound on V(x).

(4.9)

•

Remark. When ρ(x) > 0, the equation satisfied by V(x) is
e

+ v(χ)=le-w

γi (ρ/N)e-vdN-iXm

( 4 1 0 )

This equation uniquely extends to the subset of A on which ρ(χ) = 0. Since
WeLco{dNx\ the V defined by this extension is in L^idx). Therefore, we shall
regard (4.10) as defining V(x) for all x, not just {x\ρ(x)>0}.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose WeLco(dNx).

Let Q : L\dx) x L0O(rfx)->L0O(dx) be defined by
N

~

1

x

.

(4.11)
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Then:
(a) // ρ o ei^, then there exists a unique FoeL°°(6bc) such that Q[Q0, VO) = 1.
(b) Q{ρ, V) is (norm) continuous in ρ and V.
(c) -—

exists and is (norm) continuous in ρ and V.
Q,V

δQ
(d) -r—

exists and is (norm) continuous in ρ and V.
ι

\δQY
(e) \jγz\

exists.

Proof, (a) This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.1 and the remark
following it.
(b), (c), (d) These are straightforward computations. For example,
— δO
δ V

β,v
+ (N- 1)exp(- V(y))\ dx h(x) (ρ(x)/N)exp(-

V(x))\dΉ~2xe~
o-w

N~2

~~
i=

(4.12)

V(xt)),

1

which is jointly L1 norm continuous in ρ and U° norm continuous in V.
(e) Evaluating (4.12) at (ρ 0 , Vo), we obtain

where

~3Q
δV

(h;y) = h(y) + (Nl)ίK(xy)h(x)dμ(x)

(4.13)

N-2

K(x,y) = exp(— F 0 (x))exp(— V0(y))§dN~2xe~w

\\ (ρo(χ.)/iV)exp(— V^xJ),

(4.14)

/= l

and
(4.15)

dμ(x) — [ρo(x)/N^l dx.
ao

Note that
K(x,y)eL {dxdy).
We claim that the map
:L*>{dx)-*L«3(dx)

(4.16)

has a bounded inverse. However, in order to employ the standard theorems on
invertibility of linear operators, it is convenient to view T as an operator on an
2
appropriately chosen Hubert space. Hence let heL (dμ). Then
\Th(y)-h(y)\^(N-l)\\K\\o,

\\h\\2{dμ).
2

(4.17)

Since dμ is a finite measure, Eq. (4.17) implies that TheL (dμ). Thus T is a linear
operator on the Hubert space J f = L2(/L, dμ).
We show that T:L2(dμ)-+L2(dμ)
is invertible. Since dμ is finite,
co
L (dμ(x)dμ(y))cL2{dμ(x)dμ(y))
=> K(x,y)eL2(dμ(x)dμ(y)).
It follows that the
operator A defined by
(Ah)(y)= -{N-l)\K{x,y)h{x)dμ(x)
(4.18)
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2

is Hilbert-Schmidt and hence compact on J4? = L (A,dμ). Thus in order to prove
that T = I — A is invertible, by the Fredholm alternative, it suffices to show that the
equation Ah = h possesses only the trivial solution h = Q. Assume Ah = h for some
2
heL {dμ\ i.e.
0 = h(y) + (N - 1) f K(x, y) h(x) dμ(x

(4.19)

Multiplying by \h(y)dμ{y) and recalling (4.11), (4.14), and β(ρ 0 , F0) = l, a little
algebra yields
2

O=ί/j ( 3 ;)^(j') + (JV-l)jK(x,χ
w

1

Σ-

N

(4.20)

d μ.

i= 1
w

By the equivalence of the measures e X\e

v

N

N

° d μ and d μ, Eq. (4.20) implies

N
a n d h e n c e
Kx) = 0 a.e. [ φ ] . Thus T:L2(dμ)->L2(dμ) is
that Σh(χi) = 0 a e
invertible.
It follows that if HeL2(dμ\ then there exists a unique heL2(dμ) satisfying
Th = H, i.e. on the set ΓΞΞsupp(ρ0),

h(y) = H(y) - (N - 1) J K(x, y) h(x) dμ(x).

(4.21)

Now let HeLco{dx)CL2(dμ).
By (4.17), it is clear that the unique heL2{dμ)
satisfying (4.21) is in L^(dx) on Γ. Moreover, we claim that (4.21) defines a unique
heLQO{dx) on all of Γ. To see this, write h in the form h(x) = hΓ{x) + hΓC{x), where hΓ
is supported on Γ and hγc is supported on ΓC = A\Γ. By the above reasoning
hΓeLQO{dx) is unique. The function hΓc^U°{dx) is uniquely determined by the
equation
- (N - 1) ί K(x, y) hΓ(x) dμ{x)\ .

(4.22)

Evidently, HeL^(dx) implies that there exists heL^idx) such that Th = H, i.e.
T: L^dx)-*!,00^*;) has a bounded inverse. •
Corollary. If WeLco(dNx\

then the inverse map V{ρ) possesses a Frechet derivative.
e

Proof. Conditions (a)-( ) of Lemma 4.2 are sufficient, by the implicit function
theorem for Banach spaces, to insure that V(ρ) has a Frechet derivative. In
particular, if ρoe@, the Frechet derivative of V(ρ) at ρ 0 is given by
(5β

- 1

δρ

00, V(Qo).

• D

(4.23)

Remarks, (i) According to standard theory, the right side of Eq. (4.23) may be
constructed in terms of eigenfunctions of the operator A in Eq. (4.18). Clearly, A is
self-adjoint as a map from L2(dμ) to L2(dμ). In applying the results of Fredholm
theory, it is important to restrict the kernel K to the set Γ xΓ, where Γ = supp(ρ 0 ),
as in the proof of Lemma 4.2e. Thus only the function hΓ should be expanded in
eigenfunctions of A. The function hΓC is then uniquely determined by Eq. (4.22).
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δV
(ii) The kernel - τ - (ρ x9 y) is of independent physical significance. As shown in
δρ
[5], this kernel is precisely the Ornstein-Zernike direct correlation function. Thus
Lemma 4.2 constitutes a proof of the existence of the direct correlation function of
a non-uniform fluid.
5. The Inverse Problem for Several Species
In this section, we generalize the original inverse problem to include the case of
several species of particles. As before, we do not assume that the interaction W has
any particular symmetry. Hence the distinction between different species is on the
basis of their response to the external field(s).
There are two distinct problems which may be regarded as the inverse problem
for several species of particles. The distinction between these two cases is perhaps
best understood in terms of an example.
Examples. Consider a system consisting of two nucleons. The single particle space
is taken to be the cartesian product Λ=Xx {p,n} where X c R 3 and {p, n) is the
nucleon (iso-spin) state space. Then the external potential and the density are
functions of the variable x = (x,I)eΛ, i.e. U(x,I) = (Up(x),Un(x)) and ρ(x,I)
= (ρp(x), Qn(x)Y Hence one applies two different potentials and obtains two distinct
densities.
The results of Sect. 2 provide conditions under which the application of a given
pair of potentials (Up, Un) produces preprescribed densities (gp,Qn). Notice, however, that as a consequence of condition (1.4), the individual densities include
contributions from several terms. For example, ρp(x) is an average of the proton
densities in three states: the two proton state, the proton-neutron state and the
neutron-proton state.
On the other hand, suppose we know that there is exactly one nucleon of each
type in the system. Physically, this is not the same as the situation above, because
here the proton and neutron are regarded as different species. We may again ask
whether it is possible to apply potentials Up(x) and Un(x) to obtain a given pair of
densities. However, in this case, the densities ρp(x) and ρn(x) will only receive a
contribution from a state in which one nucleon of each type is always present.
The solution to the inverse problem for the first example is provided by Sect. 2.
The new problem, which we shall now investigate, is the inverse problem for the
case of several species, in the sense of the second example above. Specifically,
assume that we have a system of N particles interacting via a potential W. Suppose
that we are able to apply A^N distinct external potentials, Uv ..., UA9 such that
each particle couples linearly to one and only one of the A potentials. This
effectively partitions the system into A distinct sectors, each consisting of an
/

integral number na^N

of particles
th

A

with

\

Σ na = Nj,

characterized by the

property that the na particles in the a sector are acted upon by the potential Ua
and are unaffected by Ub for b + a. In light of the obvious physical interpretation,
we shall refer to particles in the same sector as members of the same species. We
note, however, that this division specifically pertains to the action of the particles
in response to an external potential and need not reflect any additional symmetry
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in the system. In particular, t^need not have any symmetry, so that particles of the
"same species" may be distinguishable.
If U = ((7 fl : /L ->IR| α = 1,..., τ4) is a collection of external potentials of the form
described above, the partition function of the system is

£ Σ Ua(xaidNx.

Zυ=$exp\-WL

0 = 1 ίii=i

(5.1)

J

Provided that 0 < Z u < o o , we may construct individual particle densities
A

na

-w-Σ a = 1 a jΣ= 1 ua(χa)

dx1...dxaι...dxN,

(5.2)

so that the density of the ath species is
(5.3)
Alternatively,
(ρa:A-+ΊR.+

assume

\a=l,...,A)

that

we

are

such that Qael}{dx)

given

a

family

of

functions

with \\Qa\\1=na. The natural exten-

sion of the inverse problem is to determine whether there exists a family \J = (Ua)
such that ρJV) = ρa for every a.
Obviously, this form of the inverse conjecture may be applied to systems of
particles which are subject to physically distinct forces (e.g., strong and weak).
However, as the following example demonstrates, this form is also useful for
systems which are not normally regarded as consisting of several species.
Example. Consider a magnet of N < 00 Ising spins interacting via a potential
W(av ...,<%), 4ieA = { — l,l}. In accord with conditions (1.4) and (1.5), we assume
\W(<iv...,<jχ)\<co

for all

<tv...,<ίN.

Let us first describe how the results of Sect. 2 apply to this system. The density
ρ{<ή, <ί= ± 1 , is simply the average number of spins in the plus or minus state.
Expressed in terms of the magnetization M,
ρ(d) = (l/2)[(M/gO<* + ΛΓ|,

(5.4)

where g is the gyromagnetic ratio of the spins. Theorems 2.2-2.4 indicate that it is
possible to find a uniform external magnetic field h which produces any given
magnetization satisfying \M/g\SN.
Now suppose that the system is partitioned into A ^ N distinct regions, with na
spins in the ath region. We may regard each region as a separate species. The
density of each species is ρa(o) = (l/2) [(MjgJo + nJ, where ga is the gyromagnetic
ratio, assumed to be constant throughout the region. The results of this section, as
applied to Ising systems, show that one may obtain any given value \MJga\ ^ na of
the magnetization in each region by proper choice of the magnetic field for that
region. In particular, by applying a magnetic field which differs from spin to spin, it
is possible to produce any preprescribed set of single site magnetizations satisfying
The scheme of the proof is analogous to the single species case. First construct
the finite induced measures
dμa{x) = lρa{x)lna-\dx,

(5.5)
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and

dNμ=U
a=

ft dμa(xa).

(5.6)

1 aτ = 1

Again, it is convenient to divide out the ideal gas behavior by considering a family
Ua
Va
of potentials V = (Va :/l->IR|α=l, ...,A) defined by e~ = (ρJna)e~ . By analogy
to Eqs. (2.7)-(2.9), we express the densities, ρy>a(x\ and the partition function,
Z(V), as functions of V. The relevant functional for the multispecies case is
(5.7)
L

a =1

which is defined on the set of families
rA = {V = (Va\a=l,...,A)\VaVaeL1(dμalZ(Y)<π}.

(5.8)

Our assumptions are analogs of those for the single species case in particular,
we take W+eL1(dNμ) and assume f^ + 0. As remarked previously, the condition
f^ + 0 may be replaced by e~weL1(dNμ). We also note that the assumptions imply
that the measure dλ = e~wdNμ is equivalent to dNμ and that \ei^A => Z(V)>0.
Theorem 5.1 is the multispecies version of the results of Sect. 2. We shall omit
those details of the proof which strictly parallel the single species case.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose W+eL1{dNμ) and ^ + 6. Then there exists \ = {Va)ei^A such
that ρy α(x) = Qa(x) for each a = 1,..., A. Moreover, each Va is unique up to a constant
a.e. [dμj.
Proof By Jensen's inequality, $A is bounded in Ψ'A [cf. Proposition 2.1 (a)], and
hence we may construct a maximizing sequence (Vkei^A), where \ k denotes the
family of A potentials (V*\a=l,...,A). Exploiting the translation in variance of %A
[cf. Proposition 2.1 (b)], we take Z(Vfc) = l for all k. This insures that we may
extract a weak limit in L2(dλ) from the sequence (Fk) defined by
A

na

F — ΓT ΓT exp[— Vk(x )/2] .

(5-9)

By Theorem A. 3 and obvious symmetry considerations, the weak limit is seen to
be of the form
F= Π

Π exp[-Fα(xJ/2].

(5.10)

fl= 1 flt= 1

We now show that \ = (Va\a=ί9...,N)eirA.
Clearly Z(V)^1, and hence it
suffices to establish that each VaeLx{dμ^. We first prove that [Va]_eL1(dμa) for all
a, where [Va~]_ denotes the negative part of Va. Consider the case Z(V) = 0. Since
Z(V)= ll^ll^dλ)' w e m u s t have F Ξ O a.e. [dλ]. However, if F = 0 we may without
loss of generality take [ F J + = oo and [ F J _ Ξ O a.e. [dμa~] for all a, so that clearly
[ya~\_eL\dμa). Now assume Z(V)>0. Then F φ O a.e. [dλ]. Hence, for each α,
there exists a set SaCΛ with μa(Sa)>0 and a constant Ca< oo such that [ F J + <C a
a.e. [ d μ j on Sα. Now let Va=Va-Ca, and let Γβ = {xeyl|[FJ_(x)>0}. Then

μa(Ta) ^μa(Sa) > 0.

Note

that

Z(V) g 1 => Z(V)^ exp [j]C f l ]<oo,

where

0
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7

' = (Va\a = l,..., A). Following the derivation of Eq. (2.20), we find
A

na

- ΣΣ

a= 1 a ι = l

and
. A

-Σ Σ

na

\ ί A

^ Π
Π z X ) / \ ΛΣ
Σ ίvjΛxJ),
=1β=1 Γ
= 1 fl = 1
t

α = 1 α; = 1

(5.1D

z

where χ Γ is the characteristic function of the set Ta. Then, since j χ Γ dμa
= A*β(Tβ)>Ό, it is clear that [VJ.eL^dμJ
=> [ F J _ e i 1 ^ ) for all α.
Truncating the functions Va and proceeding in a manner entirely analogous to
the proof of inequality (2.28), we obtain

lim exp(- £ rcj ϊ?dμβ) ^ e x p ( - £ * β j7 β d/Λ

fc-^00

\

α=l

/

\

α=l

(5.12)

/

This inequality simultaneously completes the proof that, for all a,
T^eL^dμJ => Vef^, and establishes that V indeed maximizes $A.
A standard variational argument along the lines of Theorem 2.3 demonstrates
that Qy>a = Qa for all a. Finally, a simple application of Jensen's inequality (cf.
Theorem 2.4), shows that each Va is unique up to a constant a.e. [dμ α ].
•
Remark. It is obvious that natural extensions of Sects. 3 and 4 hold for this case
the inverse map is sequentially continuous in the sense of Sect. 3 and, if
δV
there exist (partial) functional derivatives -r-^-.

6. Systems with Massive or Charged Coupling
The systems that we have already considered are those in which either all particles
couple to the external field in exactly the same manner (Sects. 2-4) or those in
which distinct particles couple independently to different external fields (Sect. 5).
In problems of physical interest, it is often the case that different particles couple to
the same external field in fashions characteristic of the particular particles. A
prototype of this behavior is a system of charged particles in an electric field.
Alternatively, consider (different) massive particles under the influence of a
gravitational field. Specifically, we shall examine an N particle system with
interaction W(xv...,xN)
such that the potential energy of the particles in the
presence of an external potential, Ό(x\ is of the form

W(xv...,xN)+ ΣiMxt)

(6-1)

i= 1

with #felR, the "charges" (or "masses" if ^.Ξm > 0 for all i).
For this system, the partition function Z(U) and the individual particle
densities ρ.(U;x) are given by the analogs of Eqs. (1.2) and (1.1) with the total
potential W+ Σ U replaced by the potential (6.1).
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As in previous sections, we may construct the particle density ρ{U',x)
N

= Σ ρ^U x). However, for systems with charged coupling, the particle density
i=ί

may not be the natural function to consider, in the sense that it does not uniquely
characterize the system. For example, consider a charge symmetric Hamiltonian
describing a neutral system under the influence of an electric potential U(x). It is
clear that the particle density remains unchanged if we replace U(x) by — U(x).
Alternatively, let us examine the "charge" density
Cv(x)= ΣViQiiU x).
i=

(6.2)

1

[For the above example, we see that Cv(x) changes sign under U-+ — U.~] The
principal result of this section is that, under suitable hypotheses, a given function
C{x) : /1-»IR satisfying
\C{x)dx= ΣQt,
A

(6.3)

i= 1

is the charge density of the system at some external potential U. In other words, for
a large class of Lι(dx) functions, C{x\ there exists a unique external potential U(x)
such that C(x) = CΌ(x).
It is an open problem - which we have not solved with our methods - whether a
given particle density ρ(x) can be produced by some U(x) with the charge coupling
(6.1). It is not even clear under which conditions this U, if it exists, is unique (the
previous example of a neutral system shows that uniqueness does not always
hold).
Remark. It is important to distinguish the problems posed in this section and in
the previous one. In Sect. 5, the particles couple to different potentials, while here
the particles all couple to the same external potential. It is only the coefficients of
the coupling (which are given a-prίori), that differ from one particle to the next. In
Sect. 5, the ability to adjust the different potentials was used to obtain distinct
particle densities. Here, we may only adjust a single field in an attempt to
reproduce the overall charge density.
Remark. In the previous sections, the ideal gas (W=0) behavior was isolated by
u
v
considering a variational problem for the potential V defined by e~ = (ρ/N)e~ .
Unfortunately, systems with massive or charged coupling are not tractable in
terms of a substitution of the form e~u = \C\e~v, and hence we attempt to find a
maximizing U directly. The difference between the variational problems for U and
V manifests itself in two ways. First, we find that we must require slightly stronger
integrability conditions for the given density. The second point concerns specification of the support of the given density, which is treated separately for the
massive and charged cases. These two points are discussed below.
(i) For the variational problem in terms of V, it was found (cf. Theorem 2.2)
that the maximizing V always satisfies VeL1(ρdx). Thus for those cases in which
the corresponding U= — log(ρ/N) + V also happens to satisfy UeL1{ρdx), it
follows that Jρ|logρ| < oo. Since, in systems with massive or charged coupling, we
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shall attempt to find a maximizing U directly, we shall impose analogs of the
condition jρ|logρ| < oo.
(ii) In addition to dividing out the ideal gas behavior, the decomposition
e~u = ρe~v served to introduce "walls" into the system which cut off the density if
the given ρ was not supported on all of A For massive particles (i.e., j . = »i.>0 for
all i\ the given density C(x) may still be cut off by setting e~v = χΛ>e~ u, where χΛ, is
the characteristic function of the set A' = {xeA\C(x)>0}. We may then do a
variational problem in terms of the potential U on the space (Af, dx} with the
constraint that C > 0 . Once we have found the maximizing potential U : A'-+ΊR, the
solution to the original problem is given by

m-\
[oo

xeA\A

For the general case of a charged plasma, there is no simple analog of the above
decomposition. In particular, the presence of negative charges would make a
substitution of the form (6.4) meaningless.
It is important to note that charge densities may vanish for either of two
reasons. It may be the case that no particles are physically present in a given
region, or it may be that particles are present, but the region is (pointwise) charge
neutral. Thus our inability to cut off the density via a decomposition of the form
described above is not a serious difficulty for the solution of the inverse problem,
since Cv(x) may be made to vanish by arranging charge cancellation. However, if
one wishes to produce a charge density in which particles are physically confined to
some region of space A' C A \_=> C(x) = 0 on ΛV1'], then one must have e~w = 0 on
AN\A'N. This reflects the fact that, while massive particles may be confined to any
region of space by the action of a pure gravitational field, no pure electric field can
confine a plasma.
In subsequent analysis, we shall restrict attention to A'cA and impose
conditions which insure that e~w>0 a.e. on A'N. Then, if the given charge density
C(x) vanishes on some subset of A\ we shall produce a U such that Cυ(x) is the
canonical density of a system with charge cancellation in that region.
Within this framework, the relevant functional for both the massive and
charged cases is
= exp(- \C{x) U(x)dx)/lexp -w-

N

Y qiu(χi)\d x.

(6.5)

Here the integrals in both the numerator and the denominator are over A'.
Since Ar is the relevant space for the proof of all theorems in this section, we
shall take the underlying single particle space to be (A', dx} (thus in the massive
case C > 0 a.e.). For notational convenience, we henceforth omit the prime.
Let qv ..., qN be the charges of the system. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that all charges are nonzero (i.e., integrate out all charge neutral
coordinates and redefine W accordingly). Let
A = {ί\qi>0}9

B = {i\qi<0}

be the indices of the positive and negative charges, respectively. Define

(6.6)
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and β_ = - Σ 4 ^ 0

aeA

(6-7)

beB

By convention, we take Q+ ^ Q _ . Let C+(x) and C_{x) denote the positive and
negative parts of C(x\ respectively, e.g. C+ (x) = max(C(x), 0). We shall assume that
the given charge density satisfies
Q_>\C_dx

unless

Q_=0.

(6.8)

Clearly, this implies that Q+ ^ j C + dx with equality only in the massive case. The
physical reason for such an assumption is obvious; no electric field can cause
(particle) densities of positive and negative charges to have disjoint supports. Thus
condition (6.8) is necessary.
Due to charge cancellation, the positive and negative pieces of C(x) do not
represent the charge densities of particles of a particular sign C+(x) and C_(x) are
simply excess charge densities. Thus, it is useful to construct functions which
simulate the actual densities of positively and negatively charged particles. Such a
decomposition is given below.
Definition. Let Q+ and Q_ denote the total positive and negative charges of the
system. Suppose C :/L->IR is an Lx(dx) function satisfying jCdx = Q+ — Q_. Let
y.Λ-^JR. be a strictly positive Lι(dx) function with ||y|| 1 ( d x ) = l 5 and ΔeWi a
nonnegative constant. Then the functions a,β :Λ-*IR defined by
(6.9a)
(6.9b)
with A chosen such that
$otdx/Q+ = $βdx/Q_=λ,

(6.10)

are called the y-decomposition of the density C.
Remark, (i) We note that α and β mimic the properties of actual particle densities.
In particular, since CeL^dx), ^βeL^dx), and C(x) = α(x) - β(x). If Δ>0, then α
and β have support a.e. on A. Moreover, the ratio of Jα to \β is precisely the ratio
one expects for physical densities.
(ii) For the massive case, this formalism is unnecessary. We simply take Δ=0
so that α(x) = C(x) > 0 and β{x) = 0. The ratio J β dx/Q _ = 0/0 should be interpreted
as 1.
If we consider a charged system (and by this we mean Q+>$C+ and
Q_ > j C_), we must have A >0. It is easy to verify that if Q+ > β _ , then the only
consistent choice is
β+-JC+=β_-fC_=/l,

(6.11)

which implies that λ = l. When Q+ = β _ , A is not unique and we may take any
λ>0. This flexibility will be crucial for the proof of the charge neutral case.
The conditions that we impose on the system are as follows. We assume that
there exists a y-decomposition of the density CeLι(dx) such that
βlogβeL^dx),

(6.12)
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and
(6.13)

)
aeA

)

beB

We also suppose that the corresponding set of potentials
<Wy = {U:A-+WL\UeL1(oίdx)nL1{βdx)9Z{U)<ao}

(6.14)

is nonvoid. As before, this last assumption may be replaced by
(6.15)
beB

\aeA

We also note that for every Ue%y, Z(U)>0

by Jensen's inequality.

Remark, (i) For massive systems, it was mentioned that the only possible
y-decomposition is the trivial one: oc(x) = C(x)>O and β(x) = 0. In this case, the
presence of b, B, and β in all subsequent expressions is superfluous they should be
replaced by 0, 0 or 1 as circumstances dictate. In particular, the requirements on
the massive system reduce to C e L 1 ^ * ) ,

C\ogCeL1(dxlW+eL1[Y\C{xi)dNx) and % = {U -.A^^UeL^Cdx),
\ί=l

I

Z(l/)<αo}Φ0.
(ii)

For the charged
(N
\

case,

if

CeL\dx\

\C\\og\C\e L\dx)

and

W+ eL1 \γ\ I C{x )| dNx\ < oo a.e., then there always exists a y-decomposition of C
\ί=l

/

which satisfies (6.12)—(6.14). Hence the above are sufficient, but not necessary,
conditions.
For Uetfl, the numerator of the functional ^C{U) in Eq. (6.5) may be written as
exp [ - J [α(x) - β{x)1 U(x)dx].
It is convenient to define the unit measures
dμa{x) = a(x)dx/λQ+,
(6.16a)
(6.16b)

dμβ(x) = β(x)dx/λQ_,

and
N

(6.17)

d μγ=Yldμa{xa)lldμβ{xh).
aeA

beB

Remark. It will become clear that the above measures perform some of the roles
played by dμ and dNμ in previous sections. Except in the massive case, the system is
not equipped with a natural positive measure. Furthermore, with our methods, it
is not useful to employ Cdx as a signed measure. Instead, the (non-unique)
y-decomposition of C enables us to regard the indefinite sign of C as a
manifestation of the nature of the coupling. For example, the integral appearing in
the numerator of 5 c (ί7) may be rewritten as
$C(x)U{x)dx = λQ+ f U(x)dμa(x)-λQ_
= λ X q^U(x)dμa(x)
ieA

=*Σ«JϊWV
i= 1

f U(x)dμβ(x)

+λ Σ
ieB

jU(x)dμβ(x)

qί

(6 18)
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Remark. By construction, the measures dμa{x) and dμβ(x) are equivalent to dx on A.
1
N
w
N
Thus the conditions W+eL (d μy) and °Uy^% imply that 0<e~ < oo a.e. on Λ ,
and hence the measure
w

N

(6.19)

dσ = e~ d x
N

N

is equivalent to d x on A .
The scheme of the existence proof is similar to that of Sects. 2 and 5. We first
establish the boundedness of $c.
Proposition 6.1. // there exists a y-decomposition of CeLx{dx) such that
oclogote^idx), βlogβe^idx),
W+eLί(dNμγ)
and ^ y φ 0 , and if either Q_ =0 or
Q_ > \C_dx, then 5 C ( ) is (uniformly) bounded above in aUr
Proof If Ueΰlίr then the numerator of %C{U) may be expressed as in Eq. (6.18). We
may also express Z(U) in terms of the measure dNμγ:

-W-Σ^U(xι)}dNμγ,

(6.20)

where
aeA

beB

and n+ and n_ denote the total number of positive and negative charges,
respectively. It follows from the hypotheses that WeL1(dNμy).
By Jensen's inequality
%C{U)^

[exp(,l J WdNμy)/λNQn++Qns']

[Z{U)~]λ~x.

(6.22)

t n e n

If Q+ > β - >
λ = h If Q+ = β_, we may take λ = l (for the purposes of this
proof). In both cases, we see that the above bound is independent of U.
•
Remark. As in previous sections, we shall find the maximizing potential via the
N

limit of sequences of functions of the form Fn= f ] exp[ —#. [7n(χ.)/2]. Even if we
i=ί

could show that these converged weakly, and hence by Theorem A.3 that the weak
limit is a product function, there would be no reason to assume that this limit is a
product of the same factors raised to various powers. Indeed, it is easy to construct
counterexamples to such a conjecture in general. However, Theorem A.4 provides
conditions under which the limit function is of the desired form. In the next
theorem, we exploit specific properties of our maximizing sequence to demonstrate
that there is a subsequence satisfying the conditions of Theorem A.4.
Theorem 6.2. Under the assumptions of Proposition 6.ί, there exists a maximizing
sequence (Unetfί) such that the sequence of functions {Fn) defined by
N

has a subsequence which converges strongly in L2(dσ)
Fn-+F.

(6.24)
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Furthermore, the limit function is of the form
F=Πexp[-9it/(xί)/2].

(6.25)

Proof By Proposition 6.1, Sc(") * s bounded above in (JUy and thus there exists a
maximizing sequence (Une$ίy) so that
Λ = lim gcίC/J = sup gc(C/) < oo .

(6.26)

Since <%y + 0, R>0 and without loss of generality, we may take
(6.27)

%c(Un)>R/2

for all n. If Q+ > β _ , then by adding constants, the £/„ may be chosen so that
Z(Un) = 1. This obviously cannot be accomplished in the charge neutral case since
here Z(U) is invariant if U is shifted a constant. However, by Eq. (6.22), we see that
for all λ>0 and all Ue%y
(6.28)
where ί(λ) is independent of U. Thus, by Eq. (6.27), all Un in the maximizing
sequence satisfy
R/2<^)[Z(l7π)]λ-1.

(6.29)

Then by choosing /I > 1 and A < 1 (as we may do if Q+ = Q _), it is seen that Z([/„) is
uniformly bounded away from zero and infinity. Let us extract a subsequence of
(Un) [also denoted by (UJ] such that Z(Un) converges and define
Z o = lim Z(t/ n ).

(6.30)

»-> OO

In the nonneutral case Z o = 1 however, in general, 0 < Z 0 < GO.
Consider the sequence (Fn) defined by
Fn= Π e x p C - f t W / 2 ] .

(6.31)

ί = l

t n e

a r e n

m

2

Since Z(Un)= ll^ll^dσ)'
^n
° r bounded in L (dσ), and hence we may
extract a further subsequence of (Un) [again denoted by (UJ] such that the
corresponding Fn converge weakly in L2(dσ)
(6.32)

Fn-F.
By weak convergence, we have
Z0=\im\\Fn\\2Άda)^\\F\\2Άdσ).

(6.33)

We now show that the Fn actually converge strongly to F. Since weak
convergence has already been established, it suffices to show norm convergence,
i.e. that Zo = \\F\\l(dσ). Let ε>0. For n0 sufficiently large,
β),

(6.34)
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and
(6.35)

Z(Un)>Z0(l-ε).
Clearly, the subsequence (FJn>n0)

converges weakly to F. Thus by Mazur's
n

theorem [9], there exist coefficiently c{kn) ^ °> with cf = 0 for k > n and £ 4" } = U
k>n0

such that the sequence (Gn\n>n0) of convex combinations, defined by

G»= Σ 4

B)

n.

(6-36)

k>n0

converges strongly in L2(dσ)
(6.37)

Gn^F.
Hence lim | | G j 2 ( d σ ) = \\F\\lidσy Combining this with Eq. (6.33), we obtain
rc->oo

Z o = lim \\FJ22(dσ)^\\F\\22(da)
tt—• oo

= lim \\Ga\\22(dσ).

(6.38)

n - > oo

Note that | | G J ^ W σ ) is given by

\\GJ2Άdσ)= Σ c J ^ j F / ^ σ .

(6.39)

j,k>no

Let ^2 > n0. For this n, choose^ and kn such that (i) c(£ φ 0 and 4" } + 0, and (ii) for all
m and £ with c%] φ 0 and 4 B ) + 0,
(6.40)

\FmF,dσ^\FjnFkndσ.

Hence j r t and /cw are chosen to correspond to the minimum integral (with nonzero
coefficient) in the sum on the right-hand side of (6.39). Now let us define the
function Yn:ΛN-+Wίby
Y

n=FjnFkn,

(6.41)

yn = \(V]n + UJ.

(6.42)

\\GΛl{dσ)^\\Yn\\\{dσ) = Z{yn).

(6.43)

and the function yn: Λ-»1R by

By construction

Clearly
Z(yn)<co.
Moreover,
Ujn, UkneL1(dμ0C)r\L1(dμβ),
and hence
yne^(dμjn^idμp).
Therefore yn£%; in particular, Z(yn)>0 by the remark
following (6.15). We have

=

2

ίl2

{%c(Ujn)Z(Ujnψ (%c(Ukn)Z(UJ) /Z{yn)
2

>RZ0{ί-s) lZ{yn).

(6.44)
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The final inequality follows from the bounds in Eqs. (6.34) and (6.35). Combining
(6.43) and (6.44), we obtain, for n>n0,
2

2

(6.45)

\\Gn\\ 2{dσ)^Z(yn)>Z0(l-ε) .
Taking the limit as n->oo and comparing this with Eq. (6.38), we see that
2

2

(6.46)

Z0^\\F\\ 2{dσ)>Z0(l-ε)

for all ε > 0. This establishes strong convergence of the sequence (Fn).
Next we shall show that the limit function F is of the desired form. Since the
subsequence (Fn) converges strongly, there is a further subsequence which
converges pointwise a.e. on AN. Then, by Theorem A.4, it suffices to show that
there is some set TCΛ of positive measure such that F > 0 a.e. on TN. In fact, we
shall show that F > 0 a.e. on the full space ΛN.
Suppose F = 0 on some set SCΛ with σ(S)>0. By equivalence of the measures
dNμγ and dσ, it follows that μγ(S)>0. Let Sc = Λ\S.
Let us write the numerator of $ c (t/) m t n e f ° r m
/([/) = exp

exp
ί=l

=

i=ί

S

Sc

Is(U)Ise{U).

(6.47)

Since Fn->0 strongly in L2(dσ) on S and since μy(S)>0, it is clear that
(6.48)

Is(Un)->0.
By Eq. (6.27), for all n

(6.49)

0<R/2<I(Un)/Z(Un).

Since Z(Un) is uniformly bounded above, it follows that I(Un) is uniformly
bounded below. Hence it must be the case that
1sc(Un)-> oo.

(6.50)

But, by Jensen's inequality
1\

(6.51)

where £<oo is independent of Un, and where Z(Un) has been obtained by
integrating over the larger set SuSc = AN. This implies Z((7n)—>oo, a contradiction.
Hence F > 0 a.e. on ΛN. Π
Remark. It should be pointed out that the equivalence of the measures dNμγ and
dNx is only necessary to show that F > 0 a.e. on ΛN. In fact, if we relax the
condition that the function y be supported on all of A, and merely require that
y > 0 on some set ΓCA of positive \_dx] measure, then we find that dNμy is
supported on ΓN. This guarantees that F > 0 a.e. on ΓN, which is all that is needed
to apply Theorem A.4 and hence prove Theorem 6.2. Thus, one may obtain
slightly more flexibility in the choice of the ^-decomposition of C. However, this
does not provide any real generalization of the result.
Theorem 6.3. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 6.ί, there exists U which
maximizes 5 C ( ) in <%r
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Proof. Let U :Λ->ΊR~ be the function defined by the strong limit in Eq. (6.25). We
shall show that \Je°U and that ^C(U)= sup 5C(Y). This follows from reasoning
YeWγ

which is almost identical to that used in the proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 5.1.
1
First, we use that fact that 0<Z((7)<oo to show that U_eL (dμa) and
U+E^idμp). This is established by a derivation along the lines of Eq. (5.11), in
which one again may have to use regulating constants to guarantee that the
relevant sets are of nonzero measure.
Next, we truncate from above each of the functions qJJ and the function W,
defined in Eq. (6.21). Following the derivation of Eq. (2.28), we obtain a numerator
inequality of the form
Γ

N

ΛZ0=limexp - f Σ
n-oo

I

ft^W^

(6.52)

:§exp

/ = 1

ί=l

Since RZo>0, and since U_eL1(dμa) and U+eLx(dμβ),
establishes that UeL^dμJnL^dμβ).
Thus Ue%.

the above inequality

Moreover, since lim Z{U) = Z0, Eq. (6.52) implies that
n—> oo

g c ( l / ) = lim %C(U,,) = sup g c ( 7 ) ,

(6.53)

and hence that U maximizes 5 C ( ) ί n %• Q
Remark. Let ^ c be a set of potentials defined by
% = {U:Λ^>Έί\ UeL\\C\dxlZ(U)<oo}.

(6.54)

Since α(x) ^ C + (x) and j8(x) ^ C_(x), it is clear that for every y-decomposition of C,
%y C °UC, and hence sup Sc(^) = S U P Sc(^) ^ n ^ a c t ' t n ^ s inequality is saturated for
any y-decomposition. This is seen to follow, for example, from the fact that a
maximizing sequence for g c ( ) in either class may be taken in L°°. In particular,
this shows that Theorem 6.3 established the existence of a maximum of 5 C ( ) in

%.

Next we demonstrate uniqueness of the potential. In contrast to Sect. 2, we
shall use the Schwarz, rather than the Jensen inequality.
Proposition 6.4. // there exists \J^°UC which maximizes 5 C ( )? then up to a constant
U is unique a.e. \_dx~].
Proof. Suppose there exists Uv U2e% such that δ c (I/ 1 ) = S c ( l / 2 ) = sup g c ([7).
Then
(1/2)(U1 + U2)e%9
Z[(1/2)(L/1 + C72)] <= YziUJ

since clearly
(l/2)(U1 + U2)eLί(\C\dx),
]/Z{U2) by Schwarz's inequality. Then

= sup SC(C7).

and

(6.55)
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Evidently Schwarz's inequality is saturated. Thus
N

N

Π exp[-g / [/ 1 (x i )]=(const) Π exp[-g ( t/ 2 (x ( )]a.e. [dσ].
ί= 1

(6.56)

i=1

N

By the equivalence of the measures dσ and d x,
U1(x)= ί/2(x) + const a.e. \_dx]. D

(6.57)

Theorem 6.5. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 6.1, up to a constant there is a
unique Ueύlίc such that CU = C.
Proof. By the standard variational arguments (cf. Theorem 2.3), any Ue%c which
maximizes 5c satisfies CV = C a.e. By Theorem 6.3 and the subsequent remark,
such a U exists and, by Proposition 6.4, it is unique up to a constant. This
demonstrates that g c ( ) has a unique global maximum.
In order to show that g c ( ) has no other extrema, and hence that there are no
other Ueΰlίc satisfying CV = C, it suffices to demonstrate that S c ( ) is strictly log
concave. We first observe that the numerator, exp(— j CUdx), is log linear. Next
let Uv U2e% and λe(0,1). Then by Holder's inequality
\ogZlλU1+(l-λ)U2]^λ\ogZ{U1) + (l~λ)logZ(U2).

(6.58)

The inequality is strict unless U1 = U2 + const, demonstrating that Z is strictly log
convex and thus that 5 C (') * s strictly log concave. •
Remark. An exact analog of Theorem 2.4a applies here, so that no measurable
function U in the complement of ύiίc satisfies Cυ = C.
7. Summary of Results for the Canonical Ensemble
In Sects. 2 through 6, we have treated various aspects of the inverse problem for
the canonical ensemble. In Sect. 8, we shall examine the analogous problems for
the grand canonical ensemble. Here we provide a summary of the results of Sects. 2
through 6, so that the corresponding theorems for the two ensembles may be easily
contrasted.
All results quoted in this section refer to systems of N < oo classical particles,
with coordinates in some (σ-finite) measure space (Λ,dxy, which interact via a

potential

W(xί,...,xN).

In Sect. 2, it was shown that if W+ and e

w

are in L 1

Π

, then, up to a

constant, there is precisely one F:/L—>IR in the class of all [ρdx]-measurable
functions such that ρ(x) = ρv(x) (Theorems 2.3 and 2.4). This Vsatisfies VeL1{ρdx)
and, up to a constant, is the unique V which maximizes the functional
%(V) = Qxp(-jVρdx)/Z(V) (Theorem 2.2). The function U = -log(ρ/JV)+ V is the
external potential which produces the density ρ, i.e. ρ(x) = ρ(U;x).
The continuity of the inverse map U(ρ) was investigated in Sect. 3. There it was
shown (corollary to Theorem 3.3) that the inverse map is sequentially continuous,
N

N

in the sense that if (ρj is a sequence of densities satisfying Π^n"* Π ^ strongly in
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N

L\e~wdNx)

N

and weakly in L\dNx\ and \W+ Y[ρndNx^W+

Y\ρdNx, then the

corresponding sequence (Un) of external potentials, defined by ρπ = ρ(Un), satisfies
N

N

f|exp(—Ϊ7J-+fjexp(—[/) strongly L1(e~wdNx), where U is the potential such
that ρ = ρ(U).
In Sect. 4, it was shown (corollary to Lemma 4.2) that for a bounded
interaction, WeLco{dNx), the inverse map V(ρ) possesses a Frechet derivative. This
derivative, at the density ρ 0 , is given by
δV

Jρ

QO, V(ρ0)

δQ
δV

(7.1)
Q0,V(ρ0)

QO, V{ρ0)

where
JV-l

β(ρ, F) = β - κ J ( e - ^ ) s y m Π (ρ/N)e-vdN~1x.

(7.2)

The inverse problem for several species of particles was treated in Sect. 5.
/A
\
Given A^N particle species with na particles of each type Σ na = ^)^ a n c ^ a n
\α=l

[

A

Π

na

χ

Π Qa( aι)dxaι ' it

/

w a s

sn

°wn

α= 1 α,= 1

(Theorem 5.1) that, up to constants, there exists a unique family of functions
γ=(Va; /l-»IR|ί2=l, ...,/4) such that, for every α, ρα(x) = ρ v a(x). Moreover, each Va
satisfies Vael}(ρadx) and, modulo constants, \ = (V() is the unique family which
maximizes the functional ft,(V) = exp Y \Vp dx /Z(V). The external potentials
\α=i

α

//

U = (l/α) such that ρfl(x) = ρU)α(x) are given by Ua=

-Iog{ρjna)+Va.

The inverse problem for charge densities in systems with charged coupling was
investigated in Sect. 6. These systems are characterized by an interaction
W(xv ...,xN) and a fixed set of charges qv..-,qN. A necessary condition for the
solution of the inverse problem in the systems under consideration is the absence
of total charge separation. Hence we require Q_ >§C_(x)dx unless Q_ = 0 , where
Q_ is the magnitude of the sum of the negative charges and C_(x) is the negative
part of the given charge density C(x).
N
ι

Given a CeL (dx) with \C(x)dx =YJqί which satisfies the above condition, it is
shown that, under two additional (rather technical) assumptions, the inverse
problem possesses a unique solution. Here, for simplicity, we state conditions that
are somewhat stronger than those required in Sect. 6. For example, if
(N
\
1
\\C(x)\log\C(x)\dx< co and W+EL \
[} ICix^dxA then, up to a constant, there is
\/=i

/

a unique U in the class of all [dx] -measurable functions such that C(x) = Cυ(x)
(Theorem 6.5). Furthermore, this U satisfies UeL^^Qdx) and is, modulo a
constant, the unique
U which
maximizes
the functional
S c (ί7)
= exp(-JCρ^x)/Z(ί7) (Theorems 6.3 and 6.4).
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8. The Inverse Problem for the Grand Canonical Ensemble
(i) Statement of the Problem. For a given system, it is often the case that states
with different numbers (and types) of particles are physically accessible. Such
systems are described within the framework of the grand canonical distribution.
Here we formulate the inverse problem for these systems.
The coordinates of a single particle again are taken to lie in some (σ-finite)
measure space (A,dx}. For each particle number, ΛΓ=1,2 5 ..., an interaction
WN Λ^-^IR is specified. The generalization to several particle species is straightforward and is postponed until a later subsection.
We make no specific assumptions about the symmetry of the WN. Moreover,
for N'ή=N, WN and WN, need not be related in any way each WN may be specified
independently.
interactions

In particular, we do not assume, as is often done, that the

are exclusively

two-body,

for which

it is required

that

If an external potential U'.Λ-+lSί is applied to the system, the JV-particle
(canonical) partition functions ZNv are given by Eq. (1.2) with W replaced by WN.
The grand canonical partition function of the system is
γ

GO

S

=

" ΣONTZ».'

( 8 Λ )

Remarks. (1) The coefficient of ZN υ often includes a factor of eNμ, where μ is the
chemical potential. For notational convenience, we absorb this factor into the
definition of WN.
(2) The first term in the series, Z o u = Z0, is the zero-particle partition
function, which is of course a constant. Here we shall assume that our systems
admit the zero-particle state (=> Z o > 0 ) , in which case it is traditional to take
Z 0 = l. We make this assumption for clarity of exposition in our subsequent
proofs. However, if one wishes to consider systems which do not admit the zeroparticle state, this assumption may easily be relaxed provided that the desired
expected particle number is strictly greater than one and that for some N > n, WN
satisfies condition (1.4).
N
The (canonical) density for the N-particle state is ρN(U;x)= X QNti(U;x\
i= 1

where ρNi(U;x) is given by Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2), with W replaced by WN. The
particle density in the grand canonical ensemble is defined by
ρ(U;x)=

Σ ξN,vβN(U;x),
N=

(8.2)

1

where
ξΉ^Ξυ\Z^vlN\)

(8.3)

is the probability of the JV-particle state. The expected number of particles in the
system is
^
$ρ(U;x)dx= X ξNϋN = n.
(8.4)
In (8.1)—(8.4), we have tacitly assumed that all expressions are well defined.
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Given an L1 function ρ(x), the inverse problem for the grand canonical
ensemble is to determine whether there exists a unique external potential, U(x),
such that ρ(x) = ρ{U;x) with ρ(U;x) given by (8.3). This problem is treated in
subsection (ii). In later subsections, we examine the grand canonical analogs of the
problems treated in Sects. 3-6.
The conditions under which the inverse problem for the canonical ensemble
possesses a solution are summarized in Sect. 7. For the single species case, the
stability condition which we imposed was finiteness of the partition function at
N

F=0, i.e. Z(0) = $e-wl\ρ<oo.
We encounter a new feature in the grand canonical ensemble. In general, an
infinite number of terms contribute to the partition function Ξυ. Thus, merely
requiring that each ./V-particle state exists does not guarantee overall stability of
the system. Indeed, as illustrated by the following example, there are sequences of
perfectly well-behaved potentials WN which characterize catastrophically unstable
systems in the grand canonical distribution.
Example. Suppose exp(— WN) = N \/N3. (Note that WN is constant and hence such
a problem is trivial in the context of the canonical ensemble!) It is easy to see that
any admissible potential U(x) satisfies e~ueL1(dx).
However, note that if
\\e~u\\ί{dx)>l, then the expected number of particles is infinite, while if
We~U\\i(dχ) = l> *he expected
number of particles
is bounded by
nmax = ζ(2)/[l + ζ(3)] « 0.747. Here ζ is the Riemann zeta function. Thus, under the
action of any external potential, it is impossible to have an average of as much as a
single particle in this system.
In order to exclude the type of pathology illustrated above, it is clear that we
must impose some condition which guarantees that our system is stable at
expected particle number n. This condition is most easily formulated in terms of
the "potential" V, defined by
U=-log(ρ/n)+V9

(8.5)

where U is the true external potential. Let us denote by ZN(V), Ξ(V), and ρv(x) the
iV-particle canonical partition function, grand canonical partition function and
grand canonical density for the external potential (8.5).
The stability condition which we shall impose is
Ξ(c)<co

for every

ceΊR.

(8.6)

Here, Ξ(c) is shorthand notation for Ξ(V) with V = const = c.
Condition (8.6) is in some sense the analog of stability condition (1.5) for the
canonical ensemble, since the latter is equivalent to Z(c)< oo for every celR. Here,
of course, 5(0) < oo is a much weaker condition than (8.6) and admits counterexamples of the type given above.
It is worth noting that condition (8.6) is directly implied by the statement that
ZN(0)^eNF for some constant F E R . The latter (and stronger) condition is of course
satisfied by any system which has a thermodynamic limit.
The second condition which we impose to prove existence of the inverse map is
in fact significantly weaker than the analogous condition for the canonical
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ensemble. We assume that there exists a single N>n such that W$ satisfies
condition (1.4). We emphasize that this condition does not exclude systems for
which, if N > N, (i) WN = GO on sets of positive measure (hard core stability), or
(ii) WN = oo (truncation of the partition function Ξ). We note, however, that
sufficient conditions for the true hard core case (i.e., when WN is hard core for every
JV^2) remains an open question.
(ii) Existence and Uniqueness. In this subsection, we establish that the (single
species) inverse problem possesses a unique solution.
Given a non-negative function ρ :/L->IR with jρ(x)dx = n<oo, we introduce
Λ
the unit measure
(8.7)

dμ = \_ρ{x)lή\dx
N

N

on A, and, for each JV, the product measure d μ on A .
We again use a variational technique. The relevant functional for the grand
canonical ensemble is
1
exp(-n$Vdμ).
(8.8)
Formally, at least, it is easy to see that the variational derivative δdΰ/δV vanishes if
there is a V such that Q{X) = QV{X).
We shall consider the class of functions Ψ*% defined by
r% = {V\A^>Wi\VeL\dμ),

Ξ(V)<oo}.

(8.9)

This is precisely the class of functions for which © is well-defined.
We shall show that © possesses a unique maximum under the following two
conditions:
(a) ^ Φ 0 .
(b) There exists an N>n such that {W^)+eL1{dNμ).
Remarks. (1) As mentioned previously, we are using the convention Z o = 1. If one
wishes to extend the definition of the grand canonical distribution to systems
which do not admit the zero particle state, the results of this section are correct
provided that n > 1 and that the system satisfies the additional condition:
(c) There exists an N'<n such that
(W^+eL^d^μ).
(2) Although we shall show that (a) and (b) insure that © possesses a unique
maximum, the example of the previous subsection indicates that these conditions
are not sufficient to prove the existence of an inverse map F(ρ), i.e., if © has a
maximum in Ψ"&, it is not necessarily true that QV = Q. However, if condition (a) is
replaced by the stronger condition:
(A) For every ceIR, cei^9
then it will be shown that an inverse map does indeed exist. Condition (A) is
of course equivalent to (8.6).
(3) For future reference, we note that (b) implies that, for every
Ve^,
Ξ(V)>Z0 = l.
(4) As before, we shall find that the interacting measures
WN N

dλN = e~ d μ
play a central role.

(8.10)
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We note that condition (b) guarantees that at least one of the measures dλ$ is
N
equivalent to the underlying product measure d μ.
We also observe that condition (a) implies that, for all JV, dλN is absolutely
N
continuous with respect to the corresponding product measure d μ. Were this not
the case, then for some JV, we would have exp(— WN)= co on a set of nonzero
N
1
\_d μ] measure. However, this would mean that for every VeL (dμ), we would
have ZN(V)= GO hence fjg = 0.
The natural measure space to consider for the grand canonical ensemble is the
oo

direct sum φ (ΛN,dμN/N

!>. The relevant space of functions is then the genera-

lized Fock space
"

Lp(ΛNJλN/N\)\,

(8.11)

where Lp(A°ydλ0) =ΊSL We note that this differs from the usual notion of a Fock
space (even for p = 2) in that the measures dλN are not cartesian products of dλv
The only case in which ΊL2(dλ) coincides with the standard Fock space is the ideal
gas.
A
function
/
in
lLp(dλ)
is
a
sequence
of
functions
P
N
/ = (fNe L (Λ , dλN)\N = 0,1,2,...) such that
oo
\\U \\\p(dλ)=

i

l(l/p)

Uoi "•" LJ T Γ j ll./jvllp(d;

Of particular interest for the inverse problem is the product sector of lLp(dλ\ i.e.
functions / such that, for all JV, fN is a product function. In this subsection, we are
especially concerned with products in which all factors are identical. For such
functions, we introduce the notation
(8.13)
ι

v

Then, the 1L (dλ) norm of the function π(e ) is simply Ξ(V).
We begin the proof of existence by showing that © is bounded in 'V%.
Proposition 8.1. Under conditions (a) and (b), © is (uniformly) bounded above in
Proof. Let VeΫ^. Then
( - nJ Vdμ)l{\ + Z^(V)/(N !)]
V!)exp||(^)+||1(^μ)}
by Jensen's inequality.

(8.14)

Π

Remark. Recall that the functional g for the canonical ensemble satisfied
<
S(V-\~c) =<^{V) for any constant c e R The functional © does not have this
property, which is of course a reflection of the fact that the zero of the potential is
of physical significance in the grand canonical ensemble.
For F e f ^ , so that in particular VeL1(dμ\ let us express V in the form
) = H(x)-logy,

(8.15)
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v

H

with §Hdμ = O. This decomposition, e~ = ye~ , may be regarded as a division of
v
H
the function e~ into a potential term, e~ , and an applied fugacity, y, which
controls the particle number.
In this framework, condition (A) is equivalent to the statement that at H = 0 the
system is stable for all applied fugacities.
Proposition 8.2. Suppose conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied. Then any maximizing
sequence, [Vkei^^), for © has the property that the corresponding fugacities, (yk)
defined by (8.15), are uniformly bounded away from zero and infinity.
Proof. Let R denote
R = sup©(F)>0,

(8.16)

and let (Vk) be a maximizing sequence for © in y^. Since VkeLι(dμ), we have
0 < yk = exp( — J Vkdμ) < oo for every k. To show that the bound is uniform, we note
that eventually (5(Vk)^R/2, so that the corresponding yk satisfy
^ }

(8.17)

by Jensen's inequality. Since N>n>0, it is clear that the inequality in (8.17) is
violated if the yk get too large or too small.
•
Proposition 8.3. Suppose conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied. Then, for each
maximizing sequence (Vkei^^ for ©, there is a subsequence, again denoted by (Vk),
such that lim Ξ(Vk) = Ξ0 with 0<Ξ0< oo.
fc->oo

Moreover, there is a measurable function F:/L—>IR such that
π(e~Vkl2)

- π(e-vl2)

weakly in ΊL2(dλ).

(8.18)

Proof Let (Vk) be a maximizing sequence in V% for (δ. By Proposition 8.2, the
corresponding fugacities (yk) are uniformly bounded away from zero and infinity.
Since ^{Vk) = ynJΞ{Vk)^R, it follows immediately that Ξ(Vk) is uniformly bounded
above and below. Hence there is a subsequence, which we shall again denote by
(Vk), such that Ξ(Vk) converges to a finite nonzero constant, Ξo.
Next, consider the sequence of functions π{e~Vkl2). Since \\\{e~Vkl2)\\\l(dλ) = Ξ(Vk),
the sequence is norm-bounded and thus, by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem, it has a
weak limit in lL2(dλ). It is, in fact, nontrivial to establish that the weak limit is a
product function. However, as proved in Theorem A.6, it is sufficient that one of
the measures, here dλ$, be equivalent to the underlying product measure dNμ, and
that all the other measures be absolutely continuous with respect to their
corresponding product measures. As remarked earlier, these conditions are
satisfied and thus the weak limit is of the asserted form.
•
Theorem 8.4. Under conditions (a) and (b), there exists a Ve f^, which maximizes ©.
Proof Let (Vk) be a maximizing sequence for © with an associated weak limit, V, as
given by Eq. (8.18).
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Let us verify that Ve V%. By the weak JL (dλ) convergence oϊπ(e~

Vkl2

),

we have

Vk/2

Ξ0=\imΞ(Vk)=

\im\\\π(e~

k-*- oo

)\\\l

k—> oo

Thus Ξ(V)<oo.
The remainder of this proof is essentially the same as the corresponding
arguments for the canonical ensemble (cf. Theorem 2.2).
Since Z$(V)< GO and (W^)+eL1(dNμ), reasoning along the lines of Eqs. (2.19)
and (2.20) establishes that V_eL1(dμ).
Next, a derivation identical to that of Eqs. (2.21)-(2.28) with W replaced by W$
proves that
(8.20)

RΞ0= \imexp(-n\Vkdμ)^exp(-n$Vdμ).
This inequality shows that V+eL1(dμ) and hence V
Moreover, combining (8.19) and (8.20), we have
^ lim ®(FΛ) = sup ®(F). D

(8.21)

Corollary. If (Vke Ψ"m) is any maximizing sequence for ©, then there is a subsequence
such that the functions π(e~Vk/2) converge strongly in ΊL2(dλ).
Proof Weak convergence of a subsequence was established in Proposition 8.3.
Thus it suffices to prove convergence of the norm, i.e. lim Ξ(Vk) = Ξ(V). If this
convergence failed, we should have lim Ξ(Vk)>Ξ(V\ which implies that R<®(F),
fc->oo

a contradiction.

•

Theorem 8.5. Under conditions (a) and (b), the V which maximizes (5 is unique a.e.
[dμ] in r%.
Proof Suppose there exists Vv V2eV% such that ®(7 1 ) = ©(F 2 )= sup ®(F). Then,
VeiTa

using Cauchy-Schwarz in a manner entirely analogous to the proof of Proposition
6.4, we conclude that the inequality

S[(l/2) (V, + F2)] S ]/Wd VWί)

(8.22)

must be saturated. This implies that
^

F2/2

)a.e. [dλ].

(8.23)

However, for products of identical factors, the only consistent choice for the scale
factor is 1. Thus (8.23), and equivalence of dλ$ and d**μ, imply that V1(x)=V2(x)
a.e. [dμl D
Corollary. // (Vk) is any maximizing sequence for © in i^, then
π{e-Vk/2)-+π(e~~v/2)
where V is the maximizing potential

strongly in JL2(dλ),

(8.24)
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Proof. This follows immediately from the strong convergence of any subsequence
and uniqueness.
•
Remark. We have seen that conditions (a) and (b) are sufficient to prove the
existence of a unique maximizer for the functional ©. However, these conditions
alone are not enough to prove that © has a functional derivative in f^&, and hence
that the maximizing V satisfies ρ = ρv.
In fact, without any additional assumptions, we can show that (5 has a "onesided" functional derivative in f@, which directly implies the variational inequality
QVUQ Thus if <7V>K = jρv(x)dx is the expected number of particles in the state
with external potential U= —log(ρ/n)+V, conditions (a) and (b) only imply that
(N}v^n.
This is precisely the difficulty encountered in the example in subsection
(i), for which the system (at any external potential) could not support n>0.747
particles.
In the following lemma and proposition, it is shown that, at the maximizing
potential, systems which satisfy condition (A) always have the correct number of
particles.
Lemma 8.6. Suppose condition (A) is satisfied. Let Ve f^& and ε > 0, and define
Fε = F + ε 2 F _ ,

(8.25)

where F_ is the negative part of V. Then
(1) For every σeIR,
(2)
(3)
Proof (1) First we note that if V1(x)^V2(x\ then Ξ(F 1 )^Ξ(F 2 ). Also observe that,
by Holder's inequality, Ξ(V) is log convex, i.e.

ΞiλVi+a-VVJ^ΞiVy Ξ(V2f-λ

(8.26)

for any Vv F2, and λe[0,1].
Let FeτΓΦ, ε>0, and σ e R Define Fε as in (8.25). Clearly (Vε + σε)eL1{dμ\ and
hence it suffices to show that Ξ(Fε + σε)< oo. Noting that F ε ^ ( l — ε 2 )F, and using
log convexity, we have

Q

,

(8.27)

which is finite by condition (A).
(2) Let us express Fε in the form Fε = (l - ε 2 ) F + ε 2 F + , where F + is the positive
part of F. Then, using the log convexity of Ξ9 we have
( 5 ( F ε ) ^ e x p [ - J ρ F - ε 2 j ρ F _ ] / S ( F ) 1 - ε 2 Ξ ( F + ) ε 2 = (S(F)[l + O(ε 2 )].
(3) For any F, (N}v

(8.28)

may be written in the form

<N>V=

NZN(V)/N\\I\Σ

J/ IJV=0

ZN(V)/N\\.

(8.29)

J

By monotone convergence, the numerator and denominator of (N)Vε (separately)
converge to the numerator and denominator of (N}v
as ε->0. Thus
]=o(ε).
•
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Proposition 8.7. Suppose condition (A) is satisfied. Then for every Ve Ϋ~&, either
(1) <iV>F = », or
(2) there exists Vei^ such that ©(F)>©(F).
Proof. Let Vei^. If (N~)vφn, define
+ 1 if
<N\>n
-l
if <N>v<n

( 8 J 0 )

Then by part (1) of Lemma 8.6, (Fg + σ ^ e ^ . We have
) = ©(Fε) [1 + σκε«iV>Kε - n)] + O(ε2)
(8.31)
where the second step follows from parts (2) and (3) of Lemma 8.6. However, (8.31)
implies that if (N}vφn, then for ε sufficiently small, ©(Fε + σ κ ε)>©(F). •
Theorem 8.8. Suppose conditions (A) and (b) are satisfied. Then there exists a Fe Ϋ^
such that ρ(x) = ρv(x).
Proof. First recall (cf. remark following Theorem 2.3) that it is sufficient to
demonstrate the existence of a VeΫ^& such that ρ(x) = ρv(x) a.e. \_dx~].
Now by Theorem 8.4, there exists a Fe f^@ which maximizes V. For this F,
calculate ρv and define T={xe/l|ρ F (x)>ρ(x)}. Since χτ, the characteristic function of the set T, is a nonnegative L 00 function, it is clear that ( F + ε χ Γ ) e / ^ g for all
ε^O. Thus
O^limsupε- 1 [®(7 + cχ Γ )-©(F)] = ®(T0ίlβκ-βMx,

(8.32)

which implies that ρ F (x)^ρ(x) a.e. [dx].
However, since V is the maximizing potential, Proposition 8.7 implies that
\ρv(x)dx = n= \ρ{x)dx. Thus ρv(x) = ρ(x) a.e. \_dx~]. D
Theorem 8.9. Under conditions (A) am/ (b), there exists a unique V:Λ-+1R. in the
class of all [_dμ]-measurable functions such that ρ(x) = ρv(x).
Proof First, we show that there is a unique Vei^ such that ρ(x) = ρv(x). By
Theorem 8.8, the F which maximizes (5 satisfies ρ = ρv, and, by Theorem 8.5, the
maximizing Fis unique a.e. [dμ\. In order to prove that there are no other Vei^%
such that ρ = ρv, we must show that © has no other extrema. This follows
immediately from the fact that © is strictly log concave in F.
Next, we prove that any measurable function V which satisfies ρ = ρv must be
in Ϋ~&. If ρ = ρv, then evidently
Z0<Ξ(V)<oo.

(8.33)

The upper bound immediately implies that Z^{V)< GO. We claim that the lower
bound implies that Z^(V)>0. In fact, suppose Z^(V) = O. Then, since dλ$ and d^μ
N

are equivalent, it follows that £ F(x f )=oo a.e. {d^μ\. However, this implies
i=

1

V(x)= oo a.e. [dμ], from which we conclude that ZN(V) = 0 for every JV>0. Thus
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Ξ(V) = Z0, a contradiction. Hence we have
0<Z^(F)<oo.

(8.34)

Using an argument along the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.4(a), Z$(V)< oo
implies V_eL1(dμ). Similarly, noting that the hypothesis Ϋ^φβ means that there
exists a Vo with VoeL1(dμ) and Z^(F o )>0, the lower bound Z^(V)>0 implies that

V+eL\dμ).

Thus Ve y% as asserted.

•

(in) Continuity of the Inverse Map. In Sect. 3, we proved that the inverse map for
the canonical ensemble is sequentially continuous. Here we prove an analogous
result for the grand canonical ensemble.
Given a system characterized by some family of interactions WN:ΛN-^ΊR,
AT = 1,2,..., we shall say that a nonnegative function ρeLx{dx) is an admissible
density if conditions (A) and (b) of subsection (ii) are satisfied.
By condition (A), if ρ is admissible then π[{ρ/n)e~c'\e1L1(dσ) for every ceJR,
where the generalized Fock space U-(dσ) is defined as in Eq. (8.11) with the
measures dλN replaced by the measures
dσN = e~WNdNx.
Condition

(b)

says

that

there

must

(8.35)
exist

some

N>n

such

that

N

ί (WJV)+ Y\(Q/n)dNx< oo. Let us consider the space of all admissible densities which
satisfy (b) for a fixed (common) value N:

n}.

(8.36)

Reference to N will be suppressed in our notation.
Our definition of convergence in 2 is analogous to that of Sect. 3. In particular,
we say that a sequence (ρke@) converges to ρ e ^ if
π(ρk/nk) — π(ρ/n) weakly in ΊL\dσ)

(8.37)

ft (ftΛH ft (Q/n) strongly in L\dσ~),

(8.38)

and

and
ρk-^ρ

weakly in L\dx)

(8.39)

and

#)+ U(ρ/n)d*x

(8.40)

and, for every ceIR,
limsup|||π[(ρ>,)e- c ]||| 1 ( ί ί σ ) < oo.
k—• o o

(8.41)
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We shall denote this type of convergence by ρk-+ρ in 2. We note that Qk~*Q in
3) implies that ρ is admissible.
Remarks. (1) The above convergence is in fact weaker than the naive generalization of the convergence required for the canonical ensemble. In this case, the space
IL^dσ) replaces L^dσ), and hence the generalization of the convergence in (3.5)
would be that π(ρk/nk)-^π(ρ/n) strongly in IL^dσ). Here, however, we only require
th
weak convergence in IL^dσ), provided that the JV term in π(ρk/nk) converges
ι
strongly in L {dσ$). Likewise, we only require [Eq. (8.40)] that the Nth term satisfy
the analog of condition (3.7).
Thus the grand canonical inverse function is stabilized by the properties of a
single potential, W$.
(2) As discussed previously, the condition Ξ(c)<co for all c e R guarantees that
the system, at potential V=0, is stable for all applied fugacities. Equation (8.41)
simply requires uniformity in this condition. The analog of (8.41) is trivially
satisfied for the canonical ensemble.
N

We note that if there exists a £eIR such that J Y\ {ρk/nk)dσN ^ eBN for all k, then
condition (8.41) is satisfied.
By the results of subsection (ii), for any ρ e ^ , there exists a unique inverse
function U = — log(ρ/n) + Vsatisfying π(e~u)EΊL1(dσ). Let us consider this space of
potentials with the strong L^dσ) topology.
It will be shown that the inverse map is sequentially continuous in the sense
that if ρk-*ρ in S>, then π[exp(— £/fc)]-»π[exp(— [/)] strongly in IL^dσ).
Notation. For a convergent sequence of densities ρk-+ρ in <2ι, we shall denote by n,
Zjy, Ξ, ©, and Ϋ"& the quantities defined in subsections (i) and (ii) for the limit
function ρ. The maximizing potential and corresponding external potential for ρ
will be denoted by V and U.
The analogous quantities for each term in the sequence shall be indexed by k.
We will also use the notation
(8.42)
and denote by Rk = R(ρk) the corresponding quantity for ρk.
Remark. Proposition 8.1 implies that R(ρ) is finite for every ρe<3).
As in Sect. 3, the first step in the proof of continuity is to show that R(ρ) is
sequentially lower semicontinuous. This is established in the following two
lemmas.
Lemma 8.10. Suppose ρk~*ρ in <3>. Then for every function S with S_eLco(dμ\ and
S(x) = 0 whenever ρ(x) = 0,
Ξk(S)-+Ξ(S).
(8.43)
Remark. Functions SeLco(dμ) with S(x) = 0 whenever ρ(x) = 0 also satisfy
SeL*(dμk) for every k, with I I S j L ^ ||SIL W r t = \\S\\x(άxy
All statements in the following proof will refer to the subset, K, of Λ, which is
the union of the supports of all densities in the sequence. Then, since for every N
N

and k the measure Y\{ρk/nk)dσΉ is absolutely continuous with respect to
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N

N

Y\(ρk/nk)d x [see remark in subsection (ii)], it follows that dσN is absolutely
N
N
continuous with respect to d x on K .
N

s

co

N

Thus, for the functions S under consideration, Y\e~ eL (dσN)
on K .
s
Note that functions of the form π(e~ ) are typically not in IL^dσ) despite the
N

s

co

fact that, for each N, Y\e~ eL (dσN).
Thus this lemma does not follow directly
from the assumption π(ρk/nk) -^ n(ρ/n) in IL^dσ).
Proof. First observe that π{ρk/nk) -^ π{ρ/n) weakly in l}(dσ) implies that, for each
weakly in L\dσN).

(8.44)

N

Then, since any S satisfying the hypotheses also satisfies Y\e~seLco{dσN)
we have

on KN,
(8.45)

for every N.

Let c= IIS.IL. By (8.41)
~e2NcZNk(0)

(8.46)

= A<cc.

It follows immediately that, for every N,

Thus by dominated ίι convergence,

Σ^yZ*(S)-> Σ-L-Z^S). D

(8.48)

Lemma 8.11. Suppose ρk-*ρ in 3. Then
(8.49)

Proof. It is clear that a maximizing sequence for (5 may be taken among functions
SeL^idμ) with S{x) = 0 whenever ρ(x) = 0. Then, using the results of Lemma 8.10
and Eq. (8.39), the proof of this lemma is identical to that of Lemma 3.1. •
Proposition 8.12. Suppose ρk-*ρ in 3). Then if {Vk) is the corresponding sequence of
maximizing potentials, Ξk(Vk) is (uniformly) bounded above.
Proof. The proof of this proposition is similar to that of Propositions 8.2 and 8.3.
Lemma 8.11 shows that, eventually, © k ( p y ^ f (δ(F)>0. By reasoning analogous to the proof of Proposition 8.2, we have

f

d%)},

(8.50)
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where j/ fc = exp( — §Vkdμk)< GO. Conditions (8.39) and (8.40) imply that nk-+n and
W
Π N)+ d*μk-+](W$)+ d V Thus it follows from (8.50) that the yk are uniformly
bounded above. This of course implies a uniform upper bound on Ξk(Vk)

vk). π

Theorem 8.13. The inverse map is sequentially continuous in the sense that if Qk-*Q
in <3, and if (Uk) is the corresponding sequence of external potentials defined by
ρk = ρ(Uk\ then
π[exp(-l/ f c )]-^π[exp(-l/)]

strongly in

(8.51)

ΊL^dσ),

where U is the potential such that ρ = ρ{U).
Proof The proof of this statement parallels the proofs of Proposition 3.2 and
Theorem 3.3.
Let (Vk) be the sequence of maximizing potentials for the densities (ρk). Since
Ξk(Vk)
is
uniformly
bounded, a
subsequence
of
the
functions
π[(ρk/nk)112 exp(— VJ2)~\ converges weakly in ΊL2(dσ). Theorem A.6 shows that the
weak limit is of the form π[exp(— C//2)].
As in Eq. (3.15), we define the function V:A-+ΊR. by e~u = (ρ/n)e~v whenever
ρ>0, and V = 0 when ρ = 0.
Clearly π[(ρ k /n k ) 1 / 2 e x p ( - Vk/2) - π [ e x p ( - 17/2)] weakly in ΊL2(dσ) implies that
N

N

Πtofc/ w k) 1 / 2 e x P(~ V 2 ) - " Π e x P ( ~ ^ / 2 ) weakly in L2(dσ$). Using this and
condition (8.38), we easily derive the analog of the corollary to Proposition 3.2:
Π

feK)exP(-

VJ2) - Π (Q/n) e x p ( - V/2) weakly in L\dσχ).

(8.52)

Next, the fact that Ξk(Vk) is uniformly bounded implies the analog of Eq. (3.19):
0

= ]imΞk(VJ^Ξ(V),

(8.53)

which shows that V^eL1(dμ).
Finally, repeating the analysis of Eqs. (3.20)-(3.34) with W replaced by W$
yields the inequality
exp(— j Vρdx)^ limsupexp(— J Vkρkdx),

(8.54)

k> o

which shows that Ve^

and that ® ( F ) ^ limsup© Λ (l^). Then, by Lemma 8.11, V
fe-^oo

maximizes (5.
An argument along the lines of Eqs. (3.37)—(3.41) establishes convergence of the
original sequence π\_{ρk/nk)112 exp( — VJ2)~\ -+π[(ρ/n)1/2 exp( — V/2j] strongly in
JL2(dσ). Thus we have V= V and
π[(ρ k /^)exp(-F f e )]^π[(ρ/n)exp(-F)]

strongly in

lL\dσ).

Q

(8.55)

(iv) Differentiability of the Inverse Map. In this subsection, we establish conditions under which the grand canonical inverse map possesses a Frechet
derivative. Recall that in order to prove the analogous result for the canonical
ensemble, we required that Who bounded above and below (i.e., WEL"0). Here we
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impose much weaker conditions on the family of interactions (WN). In particular,
we require that each WN be bounded below according to
(8.56)

WN(x19...,xN)^-BN,

but we only require that a single WN, N>0, be bounded above.
Equation (8.56) is essentially a strong version of condition (A). It is, in fact, the
stability condition that is often imposed to exclude systems with catastrophic
behavior (see, for example, Ruelle [10]).
The second condition is satisfied by most physical systems, because one
typically has Wγ = 0. For convenience in the subsequent proofs we shall take
Wί = 0, but we emphasize that this is easily replaced by the condition
{WN)+ELco(dNx) for some JV>0.
It is also assumed, without future reference, that there is some N+l such that
e~WN^0. Otherwise, the problem is trivial.
It is worth pointing out that there are systems which satisfy all the above
conditions, which do not satisfy condition (b) of subsection (ii) (and therefore to
which our previously established results may not be applied). Notable among such
systems are those with hard core interactions. Our proof of differentiability will, in
fact, also establish local existence of an inverse map for any system with Wλ = 0 and
Remark. As in Sect. 4, we find it convenient to replace each e~WN by (e~WN)sym, the
symmetric part of e~WN. This can of course be done without loss of generality since
w
] s summed over permutations in all relevant expressions, and since
e~ N
WN^ — BN implies that — log(e~w N)sym}t —BN. Henceforth, the subscript sym
will be suppressed.
We shall also use the convention U= — logρ+F, rather than
U= — log(ρ/ή) + V, to simplify our notation. Then the measure which appears in
the partition function is
dμ = ρdx
(8.57)
which, although no longer a probability measure, is still finite.
With these conventions, the definition of ρv is

^[SσOr

1

WN

V

N

ι

Σ ^ίe- YlQe- d ~ x-

(8.58)

N= 1 ^

Our method of proof is very similar to that used in Sect. 4.
We first show that the inverse image, should it exist, is in L°°(dμ).
Proposition 8.14. Suppose W1=0 and WN^ -BN for each N. Then, if V satisfies
ρ = ρv, VeL^idμ).
Proof. If V satisfies ρ = ρv, then on {x\ρ{x)>0}

N=l
1

,

i V

!

(8.59)

since Wί — 0. This implies that V(x) is bounded below and, in particular, that
e~veU°{dμ).
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Then, since WN^-BN9
(8.60)

so that V(x) is also bounded above on {x|ρ(x)>0}.

Π

Remark. Since the value of V is undetermined whenever ρ = 0, we again define V so
that
(8.61)
ΛΓ=1

is satisfied pointwise on A. Note that the V so defined is in L°°(dx).
Lemma8.15. Suppose W1=0 and WN^—BN
P : L\dx) x L^idx^L^idx),
defined by

for each N. Then the map

(8.62)

satisfies:
(a) P(ρ, V) is (norm) continuous in ρ and V.
δP
exists and is (norm) continuous in ρ and V.
Q,V

(0?
(d)

δV

exists and is (norm) continuous in ρ and V.
β

'-\
exists for any pair (ρ 0 , Vo) satisfying

ρ0=ρVo.

Qo,Vo

Proof. This proof parallels that of Lemma 4.2. Again, it is straightforward to verify
δP
(a)-(c). In order to prove (d), we evaluate -— at (ρ 0 , Vo):
;y) = h(y)- Jh(x)dμ(x) + JC(x,y)h(x)dμ(x).

δV

S.63)

In (8.63), dμ{x) = ρo(x)dx and
C(x, 3;) = e x p ( - V0(x)) e x p ( - V0(y)) [ S
00

N :
N-2
~

N(N — 1)

Σ

N=ί

ΛM
N\

e

ί~

WN

Π
i= 1

^-2

X .

8.64)

The assumption WN ^ — 5iV implies C(
By reasoning entirely analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.2, it suffices to show
that the equation — —

(h;y) = O, for heL2(dμ\

possesses only the trivial

solution. To this end, suppose that the above equation is satisfied for some
heL2(dμ). Then
0 = j h\y) dμ(y) - [j h(y) dμ{y)-]2 + J C(x, 3,) h(x) h(y) dμ(x) dμ(y),

(8.65)
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which may be rewritten in the form
oo

Γ I

N

N

(8.66)

d x.
Recalling that W1 = 0, (8.66) implies
ίdxρ o (x)exp(-7 o (x))[Λ(x)- \hdμ]2=0,

(8.67)

and thus h is a constant. However, for a constant h, Eq. (8.65) becomes
2

2

2

= 0,

(8.68)

where < > 0 denotes the expectation value in the state with external potential
Uo=-logρ0
+ Vo. Hence h = 0.
The remainder of the proof is identical to that of Lemma 4.2. Q
Corollary. Suppose W1=0 and WN^ —BN for each N. Then if there exists a Vo
satisfying Q0=ρVo:
(1) The inverse map V(ρ) exists and is continuous in some neighborhood of ρ0.
(2) The inverse map V{ρ) possesses a Frechet derivative at ρ 0 .
Proof This follows
theorem.
•

immediately from (a)-(d) and the implicit function

Remarks. (1) If the WN satisfy the above conditions, and if, in addition, condition
(b) of subsection (ii) is satisfied

(i.e., if there is some N>n

such that

N

ί ^iv Π Q dNx < oo J, then we already know by the results of subsections (ii) and (iii)
that the inverse map exists and is continuous. In this case, the content of the
corollary is that the map possesses a Frechet derivative.
(2) As remarked previously, systems with hard core interactions fail to satisfy
condition (b), but do satisfy the above conditions. In this case, the lemma amounts
to a proof of local existence of an inverse map (and, moreover, to a proof that it is
continuous and differentiable). This means that if we can find a pair (ρ 0 , Vo)
satisfying ρ 0 =ρVo, then the inverse map exists for densities sufficiently close to ρ 0 .
Of course, it is always easy to find such pairs (ρ 0 , Fo), since one can simply compute
the density ρ(U x) for some external potential (7, and then define V by e~u = ρe~ v.
(v) The Inverse Problem for Several Species. In this subsection, we will extend the
results of 8 (ii)—8 (iv) to systems with several species of particles. It will be shown
that, within the formalism of the grand canonical ensemble, the multispecies
inverse problem is in fact equivalent to that for a single species.
Let us first define the problem for K species. We denote by
(Λvdxiy,...,(Λκ,dxκy
the single particle measure spaces of the K individual
species. For the purposes of this section, we shall regard the K measure spaces as
distinct (i.e., disjoint) even if they are identifiable as the same space.
Let N be a sequence of K nonnegative integers, N = (NV ...,NK). Consider the
measure space </tN, dN.x>, where /1 N denotes the cartesian product,
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ylN = X Ax... X Aκ, and dNx = d ^ 1 ^ . . . dNκxκ

is the associated product measure.

A system of K species is specified by a sequence of measurable functions
(WN :ΛN->1R), one for each N = (NV ...,iVx).
As in Sect. 5, an external potential is really a collection of K external potentials,
\J = (UI:AJ—>ΊR.\I = 19...,K). The grand canonical partition function in the presence of the external potential U is given by
u

fZ N ( )>

Ξυ=Σ

(

869

)

where
NΣ

K

ZN(U)= f exp(-%) Π Π exp(-t/ / (x /j ))Λ,
A

N

(8.70)

/ = 1 Ij = 1

<md(N)\=Nί\...Nκ\.
The densities ρ z (U;x) for the K particle species are given by the usual
expressions.
In this context, the inverse problem is the following. Given a family of K
nonnegative L1 functions (ρI:AI-+JR+\I = l,...,K), does there exist a family of
external potentials U such that ρI = ρI(V) a.e. [ώc 7 ] for every /?
We shall show that the above problem is indeed equivalent to a single species
inverse problem. Let A denote the direct sum of the K single particle spaces :
(8.71)
1= 1

(We again emphasize the K spaces are to be regarded as distinct.) For xeA9 we
may define the K projections
8 72

ί T •.
0

( )

otherwise
K

so that YjδI(x) = l. Then {A,dx} with dx= ]Γ δ^dxj

is of the form of a single

particle measure space.
The families of potentials and densities, (l/7) and (ρ7), may be identified with the
single particle quantities
U(x)=

Σ 5iW^/W?

(8-73)

f ^(x)β ; (x).

(8.74)

J=l

and

ρ(x)=

1=1

K

Finally, consider all sequences N = (JVl5..., Nκ) with |N| = Σ Nj = N. We may
1=1

construct a single iV-particle interaction WN from all N-particle interactions WN
with |N| = JV according to
WN(x19...,xN)=

Σ
|N|=]V

CHδN(xv...9xN)WN(xU9...,xlN,...9xKί,...9xKN),

(8.75)
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where the C N are combinatoric factors and
K

δN(xv...,xN)

Ni

= Y\ Yl δjixj) + permutations.

(8.76)

/ = 1 Ij = 1

In terms of the above quantities, the multispecies grand canonical partition
function may be written exactly as in Eq. (8.1). Thus this problem is equivalent to
the single species case, and all results of subsections 8 (ii)—8 (iv) are applicable.
Remarks. (1) The inverse problem for several species can also be solved by
generalizing the theorems of subsection (ii) (as was done in Sect. 5 for the canonical
ensemble). It is not difficult to show that such a generalization can be proved
under condition (A) of subsection (ii) and a set of integral conditions on some of
the interactions W^. As an example, it suffices that for each / = 1,..., K, there is an
^i>

n =

Σ ί Qi ^xi

s u c n

t n a t

The above method is in fact more general than the mapping described here.
For this mapping, condition (b) of subsection (ii) amounts to integral conditions
on

\ K—l J

> K of the interactions WN.

(2) The equivalence established here may also be applied in the reverse sense.
One can simply express the space A as a union of disjoint subsets, thereby mapping
a single species problem into an equivalent multispecies problem. This may in fact
be useful for the analysis of some systems for which the methods of subsection (ii)
are inapplicable.
(υi) Systems with Charged Coupling. In this subsection, we investigate the grand
canonical inverse problem for a system of charged particles our main result is
Theorem 8.17. The system is characterized by K>1 distinct nonzero charges
(qv ..., qk). If we regard particles of the same charge as members of a given species,
the problem is readily formulated in the notation of subsection (v). For a given set
N
of charges, the system is specified by a sequence of interactions (WN :/l' '—>IR),
K

where N = (NV...9NK)9

| N | = £ JV^N) and JV^NHO, 1,... is the number of
7=1

particles of charge q1 in the N-particle state. The VFN need not have any symmetry
properties.
The grand canonical partition function at fugacity y in the presence of an
external potential U is given by
(8.77)
N

with
K Ni(N)

ZN(l/)=Jexp(-%)Π Πexpi-iMxjWx.
1= 1 Ij= 1

As before, we use the convention Z o = 1.

(8.78)
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The density of the I?h particle in the state N, as well as the overall density
QI{U,y)(x) of particles of charge qp may be computed in accord with expressions
given in Sects. 6 and 8(ii).
We shall investigate the inverse problem for the charge density C = ^ qτqv
1
rather than for the particle density ρ=YJρI (see discussion in Sect. 6).
I

For a single particle species the fugacity, as introduced in Eq. (8.15), is merely a
bookkeeping device for setting the zero of the potential. For charged systems the
fugacity takes on independent significance (shifting the potential by a constant
does not amount to a change in the fugacity). In physical systems, it is associated
with the "ambient pressure in some external medium surrounding AΓ
The ability to adjust this external pressure implies some additional control
over the system. In particular, it is expected that one can achieve a specified
average number of particles which occupy the system in addition to producing a
given charge density.
Indeed, one can further generalize the above problem. Suppose it is possible to
adjust, independently, the different fugacities of the different charged species. (This
amounts to control over the various partial pressures at infinity.) Then, in
principle, it should be possible to specify the expected particle numbers of the
individual constituents which together produce a given charge density. This new
problem and its variants will be considered briefly at the end of the section.
The relevant functional for the former version of the inverse problem is
(8.79)

(- $CU)/Ξ(U;y)9
λ

where n< oo is the desired particle number and CeL (dx\ the charge density.
The assumptions under which we prove the existence of an inverse map are the
natural extensions of the conditions imposed in Sects. 6 and 8(ii). In the canonical
ensemble, we introduced the notion of a y-decomposition which permitted us to
define meaningful (positive) measures dNμy. It was then required that the positive
part of the interaction be summable with respect to some measure of the above
type. A similar decomposition will be defined for the grand canonical ensemble.
Here, however, we will only require that a few of the {WN) + be summable with
respect to the appropriate measures, so that most of the W^ may be badly behaved
(e.g., hard core).
For the existence theorem of subsection 8(ii), it was required that there exist
some admissible potential (which by shifting was taken to be zero) such that the
corresponding partition function is finite at finite fugacity. Similar considerations
dictate that we impose such a condition here.
Definition. Let CeL1(dx) and let n>0 be a finite number. Without loss of
generality, we assume JC + ^ \C_.
Let nv ..., nκ be a set of nonnegative constants which satisfy £ rij = n, Σ nfij
I

= J C, and

£
J:gi<0

I

Mi\ = ί C- w i t n equality iff q1 > 0 for every I. In the latter (i.e.,

n

massive) case, it is required that at least two of the n7 be nonzero. Let γ(x) > 0 be an
L1 function of unit norm.
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The functions <x(x) = C+(x) + Ay(x) and β(x) = C_(x) + Δy(x), with A >0 chosen
so that j α = £ n ^ [and hence ]"/?= £ ftjl(?A are referred to as the
/:βi>0

V

I\qτ<0

/

y-decomposίtίon of the charge density C at particle number n.
Remark. For the grand canonical ensemble, it is seen that we decompose the
desired particle number as well as the given charge density. Note that the existence
of numbers nI satisfying the above criteria is not a priori guaranteed. In fact, it is
not difficult to show that this is a necessary condition.
For the massive case (g 7 >0 for every I), this requirement prevents total
domination by a single species. Densities of this form cannot be realized, except in
some limiting sense.
For the charged case, the conditions on the Πj preclude total charge separation,
which is also only achievable in a limiting sense unless every WN forces charge
polarization. This latter situation may be regarded as a peculiar and rather
unphysical case of hard core interactions. Systems similar to this are briefly
discussed in Sect. 9.
We consider pairs (U,y) in the set
% = {(U:Λ^yelR+)\UeL\dμa)nL1(dμβlΞ(U;y)<oo}.

(8.80)

As before, dμa = oc dx/\ a and dμβ = β dx/\ β. We shall often denote either dμa or dμβ
simply by dμγ the intended measure should be clear from the context. We shall
also use the notation d™μy in analogy with Eq. (6.17).
Proposition 8.15. Suppose there exists a y-decomposition of (C, n) satisfying
αlogαeL^ώc), β\ogβeL1{dx) and such that for each I with n f >0 in the
y-decomposition, there is anNj>nso that for N = (0,...,Np ...,0), (WN)+eL1(dNμy).
Then (5Cn{U;y) is uniformly bounded above in %y.
Remark. It will become clear from the proof of this proposition and the
subsequent theorem that there are many other choices of N such that summability
of (W^)+ with respect to some ^-decomposition provides the necessary stability.
The above is only an example, perhaps the simplest, of many possible sufficient
conditions.
Proof. For \Je°Uv we use the identity
/exp(-|Cl/)= Π Oexpί-ίJl/dμ,)]"'.

(8.81)

1=1

Then

®cjU;yU Π [ y e x p ( - 4 j ^ y ) r 7 ί 1 + Σ ^[yexp(-^
where the coefficients D f have been obtained by using Jensen's inequality for the
% , as in Eq. (6.21). Thus
®CtΛ(C/;y)^ max{l, 1/D,}. D

(8.83)

Theorem 8.16. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 8.15 and the additional assumption that ^ y Φ 0 , there is a unique (Ό,y)eύiίy which maximizes ©c>w in °Uy.
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Proof. Let {Umiym) be a maximizing sequence for ©C>M in lίy. By an argument
similar to that in Propositions 8.2 and 8.3, both the numerator and denominator of
© c n are eventually bounded above and below. In fact a stronger statement can be
made. For every /, y m exp( — qΣ j Umdμy) is bounded away from zero and infinity.
/2
The functions π[j/^ exp( — Q UJ2J] may be regarded as elements of the space
2
2
w
N
ΊL (dσ), which is the direct sum of the spaces L (dσN\ dσN = e~ ™ d x, defined as in
/2
2
Eq.(8.11). Since by the above argument S(l/ w ;j;J = | | | π [ ^ e x p ( - ρ Um/2)\\\ 2{dσ)
2
is bounded, some subsequence converges weakly in ΊL (dσ). It is not difficult to
extend the reasoning of Theorem 6.2 to show that this subsequence converges
strongly in ΊL2(dσ).
We claim that the strong limit is a pair (U,y)e<%y. First, let us show that the
fugacities ym are bounded away from zero and infinity. Observe that the
hypotheses imply there are at least two (single charge species) states, which we
shall call L and M, such that the measures dσL and dσM are equivalent to the
underlying

product

measures.

Furthermore,

exp( — qLUm(x^/2) and ]\ }4 /2 exp( — qMUm(xi)/2)

the

functions

Y\ yll2

have strong, and hence point-

wise, limits with respect to the measures dσh and dσw qL φ qM. Let us denote
these limits by FL(xv...9xL),
FM(xv ...,xM)< co a.e., and let dLσM denote the
L

measure (X) dσM on ΛLM, and similarly for dMσL. Using an argument along the
lines of Theorem 6.5 and the fact that each term in the numerator of (δ c n is individually bounded above and below, it can be shown that FL and FM are nonzero a.e.
N

°

W

L

M

Π Π^/2exp(-gMt/m(xf)/2)^ Π W - - 4 )
pointwise a.e. However, this limit also equals
M

Jim [(yf/ 2 )^/^)- 1 ] Π FL(x[,..., xi).
Thus, at least for a further subsequence, the limit of the ym exists and is not zero or
infinite. Then, it is not difficult to see that the Um(x) converge pointwise to some
function U such that Ξ(U;y)<oo.
The inequality

lim j/^exp(- J C C 7 J ^ / e x p ( - JCU)

is easily

established

m->oo

by
=

methods used previously. This implies (\J,y)e°Uy and
(&Cn(U;y)
2
sup (5Cn(U;y). Uniqueness is established using Cauchy-Schwarz as in

(U,y)e<%y

Proposition 6.4.

•

Theorem 8.17. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 8.16 and the additional assumption that there is a Uoetf/y (which, by shifting, can be set to zero) such that
Ξ(U0;y)< co for all finite y9 C(c/>y)(χ) = C(x) a.e. and
2
There is one exception to the uniqueness, and that is when W^ = co for all nonneutral states. In this
case, we have uniqueness up to a constant. (Although such a system violates the hypotheses of
Theorem 8.16, it is not difficult to provide similar conditions under which the theorem holds for this
case.) Such systems do in fact occur in the semiclassical approximation to certain nonabelian quantum
field theories
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Proof. First we establish that the expected particle number in the maximizing state
is finite (and thus that the charge density is well-defined). We note that this is
independent of the additional hypothesis. For any pair (U9y) such that
Ξ(U y)< oo, Ξ(U\ y') is analytic for all / <y. Thus by lowering the fugacities of a
maximizing sequence (Um,ym) by an amount tending to zero, we may with no loss
of generality assume that, for each m, Ξ(Um,y) is analytic provided that \ym — y\ is
sufficiently small. Now if the partition function is analytic about some fugacity ym,
the particle number surely exists. Suppose (N}{Umίyfn)>n.
Since yd/dy[®(U;yJ]
= ©([/ \y) [n— <iV>(l7 y ) ], it is clear that by lowering the fugacity further, we obtain
an improved maximizing sequence which satisfies (N}(Uniίym)^n.
Recalling the
strong convergence, Ξ(Um,ym)->Ξ(U y), it is seen, by Fatou, that the above
inequality persists in the limit (i.e., (N}(U
y)^ή).
Thus the positive and negative particle densities, ρ+ (U,y) = £ ρ^V.y) and
I:qτ>0

Q-(U,y\ are separately well-defined. (These are not, of course, the positive and
negative parts of C(£7>y).)
Next consider the pair ((l-ε)U,y) with ε > 0 . It is clear that ((l — ε)U,y)e<%y
since
(8.84)

Ξ((l-ε)U ;y)^Ξ(U yΫ^ΞiO yγ

by Holder's inequality. In fact, (8.84) also establishes that ΓimΞ((l — ε)U;y)
ε
= Ξ(U;y) since, by Fatou, \imΞ((l - ε)U y)^Ξ(U y).
"°
ε * 0

By similar reasoning, we will show that ρ±({1 — ε)U,y) -^ ρ±{U,y)
. First observe that

^ϊ'^^f

weakly in

O,yY(x).

(8.85)

Weak convergence is established by integrating (8.85) over any set of positive
measure and using the Holder inequality.
It is now straightforward to show that C{U>y) = C a.e. and that (N}{U>y) = n. Let
1

Ciϋιy)(x)
2

and consider the trial function Tε = (l-ε )U + εh As before, Tεe%γ. Now ®(Tε;y)
2
2
2
-®((l-β )t/;3;) [ l + ε ί [ C ( ( 1 _ ε 2 ) C / ) y ) - C ] / z + O(ε )].
However
©((1 - ε )U y)
2
= <$>{U;y) + O{ε l so that
)ll + $\Ciϋ§y)-C\]

+ o(ε)9

(8.87)

1

by the weak L convergence demonstrated above. Since (U, y) is the maximίzer, the
integrand in (8.87) is zero a.e. \_dx~]. In analogous fashion, it is easily shown that

•

Remarks. 1) In certain systems one can control the partial pressures of the different
species and thus it should be possible to produce a specified charge density and a
set of expected particle numbers (C,nv ...,nκ). It should be reasonably clear that
this problem is solvable by the method of this section, with only minor
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modifications. The relevant functional is
Π

<5(U;yl9...9yκ)=

tf'expt-

ί CU)/Ξ(U;yv

...9yκ),

(8.88)

.

(8.89)

1=1

where
Ξ(U;yv...,yκ)=

Σ
N

Π^

I ( N ) Z

N(^)/(N)!

I

Of course, any intermediate case in which only certain fugacities are adjustable is
also solvable.
2) Finally, for any of the above problems, we claim that among all the
potentials and fugacities for which one can define a charge density, only one pair
(U, y) gives the correct charge density and particle number(s). To see this, first note
that a proof along the lines of previous uniqueness theorems shows that for a fixed
fugacity y, there is at most one potential which produces a given charge density.
However, if CiUuyί) = C{U2ty2), it can be shown that, for every /,
<Nι}{Uuyi)
>
^/)(c/ 2 ,y 2 ) ^ 3;/(yi)>3;/(y2) This implies the asserted uniqueness.
9. Hard Core Interactions
In this section, we briefly discuss systems with hard core interactions and show
that these systems are capable of exhibiting counterexamples to the fundamental
existence and uniqueness theorems of Sects. 2 and 8.
A set of necessary conditions for existence of an inverse map will be derived in
the context of the canonical ensemble. (The generalization of these conditions to
the grand canonical ensemble is straightforward and, in practice, may be easier to
verify.) Finally, for the grand canonical ensemble, we shall discuss the implications
of our partial results [derived in Sect. 8(iv)] on the set of densities for which an
inverse map exists.
Definition. Let (Λ,dx} be a σ-finite measure space. A measurable function
N
WN :Λ -+lR!u{co} is said to be a hard core interaction if the set
HN = {X eΛN\ WN(X)= oo} has a positive [dNx] measure. A sequence of interaction
potentials (W^|iV=l,2,...) is said to be hard core if for every iV^:2, WN is hard
core.
d

Example. The best known example is the case of hard spheres for which A C IR and
0

;

TN(xv...,xN);

,

l f

'0ΓS0me

i + Λ l

*'-χ'l<2fl.

(9.1)

otherwise

Here a is the so-called hard core radius, and TN{xv ...,xN)
satisfies — oo < 7^ < oo a.e. [ Λ c ] .

is the "tail" which

Remarks. 1) For the grand canonical ensemble, it was demonstrated that if, for a
single N> jρ, WN is not hard core, then under quite general assumptions an
inverse map exists. However, it is usually the case that if a system has hard core
interactions for some JV, then for all N>N the WN are also hard core. Typically
N = 2; hence the restriction "WN hard core for all iV^2" in the previous definition.
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On the other hand, most systems of physical interest satisfy Z 0 = l and
e~Wl = l. Under these circumstances, the results of Sect. 8(ii) guarantee that the
inverse map exists whenever j ρ < l . This, however, is only a small deviation from
the uninteresting case of a single isolated particle and we do not consider it a
meaningful result on hard core systems.
2) We also do not consider interactions for which ΛN\HN is a rectangle (i.e., of
the form a1 x a2 x ... x aN, atCA) to be realistic hard core potentials. For the
canonical ensemble, this is simply a generalization of the problem treated in
Sect. 5, and can be handled by the methods of this paper, with the following result :
N

Provided that J(T^) + Y[ρ dNx< oo and ZN(0) < GO, the necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of an inverse map is that there exist non-negative
functions ηί9...9ηN,

$η.dx = l, nt\A\ai=0

with £ η f ( x ) = ρ(x).
ί

The hard core part of interactions of the above form is not an "interacting"
hard core it is simply a restriction on the sets on which the various particles are
permitted to live. Henceforth, when we discuss hard core interactions, it is the
example of hard spheres that should be kept in mind.
Counterexamples. Most types of counterexamples can be found in the simplest
nontrivial hard core system: a one-dimensional gas of (no more than) two
particles.
Let W(x,y) be a potential of the form (9.1) on the region Λ2 = (0,2a + b)2 with
b<a.
1) Non-Uniqueness (Canonical ensemble). Let U(x) be any potential and let
ρ(U;x) be the corresponding density. It is easily seen that a pointwise identical
density is produced if the applied potential is U{x) + oίχ(Oίb) + βχ(2a,2a + b) f° r a n y
constants oc.βeJR. An entire family of potentials all produce the same density! This
is a consequence of a phenomenon which we call trapping.
2) Non-Existence (Canonical ensemble). Let U(x) be any measurable function
which satisfies 0<Z(U)< oo. (In other words, U must be a function from which
b

it is possible to compute a density.) It is easy to verify that
=

\ρ(U\x)dx
0

2a + b

J ρ(U;x)dx = l. Evidently any function ρ which does not satisfy the above
2a

integral constraints cannot be interpreted as the equilibrium density of this system
under the action of any external potential.
3) Non-Existence (Grand canonical ensemble). Here we set Z 0 = l and e'Wί

= ί.

2a

Then for any potential U(x) satisfying 0 <£(£/)< GO, we have

Jρ(t/;x)<l.
b

Densities not satisfying this conditional restriction cannot be achieved.
This example and the previous one illustrate a phenomenon which we call
caging.
We now derive necessary conditions for existence (and uniqueness) of an
inverse map. We shall supplement all definitions with examples from the hard
sphere gas. For notational simplicity, assume that all interactions are symmetric.
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Definitions. 1) Let xeΛ. Let E(x) be the set {yeA\exp[ — W(x,y,x3,..., xN)] = 0 for
N 2
all (x3, ...,xN)eA ~ }.
We call E{x) the environment of x.
Example. For hard spheres E(x) D B^a(x\ where B^a(x) is the intersection of A with
a ball of radius 2α, centered at x. If the gas is sufficiently dilute, B*a(x) = E(x), but
under extreme packing E(x) contains a great deal more of A.
2) Let CCA be a measurable set. C is said to be a cage if CC f] E{x).
xeC

Simply stated, if a given particle occupies a cage, then with probability one, all
other particles are excluded.
Example. For hard spheres, B*(x) is a cage for every xeA.
3) A set TC A is said to be a imp if
(i) T is a cage, and
(ii) exp[— W{xv ...,%)] = 0 unless, for some ί, χ.e T.
Example. The sets (0, b) and (2a, 2a + b) in the counterexample to uniqueness are
traps.
Theorem 9.1. Let W(xv ..., xN) 6e α /zαrd core potential and let U(x) be any external
potential such that 0<Z(U)<oo. Let ρ(U \x) be the canonical density of the system.
Then:
(a) For every cage AC A,
(9.2)

ίρ(U;x)£l
A

with equality iff A is a trap.
(b) For every trap AC A, the potential Ua(x) = U(x) + ocχA(x\ αelR satisfies
x) = ρ(U;x) pointwise.
Proof. These are straightforward computations.

•

ί

Corollary. For any nonnegative ρeL (dx) and for every cage AC A, (9.2) is a
necessary condition for the inverse problem to possess a solution.
In particular, for a gas of Λf > 1 hard spheres, any density ρ for which an inverse
map exists must satisfy
j Q^ί
(9.3)
B£(x)

for every x, with equality iff Bf(x) contains a trap. This is also necessary in the case
of the grand canonical ensemble (see Remark 2 below).
Remarks. 1) There are higher order generalizations of all the above notions (e.g. 2environments, 2-cages, etc.). These are nontrivial if the hard core part of the
interaction does not obey two-body decomposition.
2) The extension of the above ideas to the grand canonical ensemble is
straightforward. Simply define the relevant set for each N and take their
-intersection. For example, the environment of a point x is given by E(x)
00

= f] EN(x). By convention, the set C1 = {xeΛ\e~Wl>0}
JV=1

every point in the single particle state.

is an environment of
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Generically, there are no traps in grand canonical systems. In addition, there
are no constraints which require that any admissible density must vanish on
certain measurable sets. (Compare counterexamples 2 and 3.) For these reasons,
we believe that the analysis of hard core interactions should be easier in the
context of the grand canonical ensemble.
In particular, under some additional hypotheses, it was shown in Sect. 8(iv)
that if ρ is any admissible density, then ρ' is also admissible provided that
s
\\ρ — ρ'\\i(dx) i sufficiently small. This implies that the set of admissible densities is
open. (It may also be possible to show that this set is convex.) We therefore expect
that in quite general circumstances, sufficient conditions are of the form J ρ < Cα,
where C α elR and the Λa are some collection of sets determined exclusively by the
hard core part of the interactions.
The necessary conditions given in the corollary to Theorem 9.1 are precisely of
the above form. In this context, it is instructive to examine the formal solutions by
Percus [6, 7] and Robledo and Varea [8] of the one-dimensional two-body
problem. Their expressions for the inverse function are well-defined if and only if,
x+2a

for every x,

j

ρ(ξ)dξ < 1. The implication of these solutions is that (9.3) is also a

X

sufficient condition, at least in one dimension.
Appendix: Convergence of Product Functions
In this appendix we investigate convergence of product functions on a space with a
nonproduct measure. Our principal result (Theorem A. 3) shows that if the given
measure is equivalent to a product measure, then the weak limit of a sequence of
product functions is a product function. Counterexamples are provided which
show that the hypothesis of equivalence is not superfluous. The method of proof
(due to M. Aizenman and E. Nelson) is to use duplication of variables. We treat
the case N = 2; the generalization is obvious.
Additional results on convergence of product functions are found in later
theorems.
Definition. Let μ and v be two measures on a space A. If μ(S) = 0 => v(S) = 0 for
SCΛ, then v is said to be absolutely continuous with respect to μ, denoted by v<^μ.
If v <^ μ and μ<v, μ and v are said to be equivalent, denoted by μ ~ v.
Let ζAχiμx)
and (Ay,μy} be σ-finite measure spaces, and let (A2,μxy) denote
their cartesian product. We shall denote by vxy another measure on A2 with
vxy~μxy. Finally, we denote by A4 the direct product of two copies of A2.
Definition. A ^-measurable function F : /12->IR is said to be a product function if
there exist μx- and μy-measurable functions, f:Λx-*lR.
and g :Ay^JR, such that
F(x,y) =
f(x)g(y)<i.Q.tμxyl
Proposition A.I. // H : /14->1R is vXιyιvX2y2-measurable,

then H* : /14->1R defined by

H*(xv yv x2, y2) = H(xv y2, x2, yγ)
is also

vXiyivxiyi-measurable.

(A-l)
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Proof. First, we claim

Clearly vXιyίvX2y2~μXίyiμX2y2
and vXiy2vX2yi~μXiy2μX2yi.
Thus it suffices to demonstrate that μXiyιμX2y2~μXίy2μX2yί'
Indeed, the latter two measures are identical. To
see this, let Tx and Ty denote the σ-algebras of (Λx,μx} and (Ay,μy), respectively.
The (σ-finite) product measure μxy is determined uniquely by the condition that
for any measurable rectangle, RxxRy9
with RxeTx and RyeTy,
μxy(RχxRy)
= μx{Rx) μy{Ry). Noting the analogous conditions which determine the product
measures μXiyiμX2y2 and μXίy2μX2yι9 it follows from uniqueness that the measures are
identical.
Next we note that if the set SQΛ4
is vXi>)ivX2>72-measurable, then
s* = { ( * ! , y v χ 2 9 y 2 ) e Λ * \ ( χ v y i - > χ i > y ΰ e s }

i s

v

χ^2vχ2yrmeasurable

a

n

d

n e n c e

by Eq. (A-2), S* is v x m v X 2 y 2 -measurable. In fact, v Xiyi v X2y2 (S*) = vJClJ,2v3C2yi(S).
Let H : /ί 4 ->lRbe v ^ ^ ^ - m e a s u r a b l e . Then by the above reasoning, for every
α,beϊR, {H~x{a9b))* i s v^^^^^-measurable. However,
(H~ι{a9bψ={H*)"x{a9b)9
and hence the latter set is also v xm v X2)72 -measurable. Π
Remark. The switching transformation employed in Proposition A.I is only welldefined if vxy~μxy. In particular, if the measures are not equivalent, then the sets
S*, and hence the functions H*, are in general not measurable.
Proposition A.2. Let F:Λ2-*1R, FeLp(vxy) with l:g/?<oo. Then F is a product
function iff the function H : A4->1R defined by H(xvyvx2,y2)
=
\F(xvy1)F(x2,y2)\
satisfies H = H* a.e.
Proof Here we only consider the case FeL1^^) and F ^ O a.e. to prove the other
cases, simply replace F by \F\P where appropriate.
The condition is clearly necessary.
Suppose the condition is satisfied. Let g : /L^^Rbe the μy-measurable function
defined by g(y)= \F(x,y)v(x,y)dμx, where v :./ί2—>1R is the /^-measurable function satisfying 0 < v(x,y)< oo a.e. and vxy( ) = \(')v(x,y)dμxy.
Clearly, the set
S={yeΛy\g(y)>0}
is μy-measurable.
If μy(S) = 0, then F = 0 is certainly a product function. Hence suppose μy(S)>0.
For a.e. y1eΛy,
g(yί)F(x2,y2)

= F{x29y1)SF(x19y2)v{xvx2)dμXί9

(A-3)

for a.e. x2eΛx
and y2eΛy. For fixed y^S, Eq. (A-3) expresses F(x2,y2)
product function of the desired form. •

as a

Theorem A.3. Let (Fn:Λ2-+]&) be a sequence of product functions converging
weakly in LP(yxy\ 1 ^ p < GO

Then F is also a product function.
Proof The sequence of functions (Fn(xvyί)Fn(x2,
y2) :/!4->]R) converges weakly
p
in L (vxiyivX2y2)
to F{xvyι)F(x2,y2).
By Proposition A.2, it suffices to show that
the weak limit equals F{xvy2)F{x29y^)
a.e.
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Let R(p) be the set of LP functions which are invariant under the switching
transformation [Eq. (A-2)]:
R(p) = {GeL>(vXιnvXV2)\G* = Ga.c. [ v x m v X 2 J }

(A-4)

The desired result is established by showing that R(p) is weakly closed. Since R(p)
is linear, and hence convex, this is of course equivalent to showing that R(p) is
strongly closed.
Suppose the sequence (GneR(p)) converges Lp{vXiyvXiyi)
strongly to G. Then
there is a subsequence, which we shall also denote by (GJ, which converges
pointwise. By making a change of variables, using the definition of R(p) and
applying Fatou's lemma, we have
0 =

Jί™ ί ' G Λ X l ' y» * 2 ' y^ - G(*l> 3>l> *2> yi)\P dVxiyi

^ j |G(x 1 ? yv x29 y2)-G(xv

dV

x2y2

p

y2, x2, y i ) \ dvXiy2 dvX2yi.

Since v ^ ^ ^ v ^ ^ v ^ , evidently G = G* a.e. [ v ^ v ^ ] .

(A-5)

D

Remarks. 1) The general case (N ^ 2) follows directly from Theorem A.3, either by
grouping coordinates or by induction.
2) If each function in the weakly convergent sequence is a product of identical
factors, this symmetry also holds for the weak limit.
3) The assumption vxy~μxy in Theorem A.3 is required. In particular, as the
following two examples demonstrate, neither the condition μxy<vxy nor the
condition vxy<ξμxy is sufficient. In fact, the second example shows that the
condition vxy<ζμxy does not even guarantee that the product sector is strongly
closed.
Example 1 (M. Aizenman). Let / be the unit interval [0,1] and let dμxy = dxdy be
ordinary Lebesgue measure on I2. Let dvxy be Lebesgue measure on I2 plus a unit
measure concentrated on the diagonal (i.e., dvxy = \_l +δ(x — yjjdxdy). Consider
the sequence of functions Fn(x, y) = ein(x~y\ For every n, Fn is a product function on
I2, and yet the weak L2(dvxy) limit is
F

[0

otherwise,

which is manifestly not a product in the dvxy measure.
Example 2. Again, let dμxy = dxdy be ordinary Lebesgue measure on the unit
square I2. Now choose αe(0,1) and let S = / 2 \[0,α] 2 . Let dvxy = χsdxdy. The
sequence of functions Fn(x, y) = fn(x) gn{y\ with
Jn

ίl

X6[0,fl)

\\/n

xe[α,l]
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converges uniformly on S to
l

xe[0,α) and

U

xe[α,l] and

[0

χe[α, 1]

and j>e[α,l]

which cannot be expressed as a product.
Next, we establish a set of sufficient conditions for convergence of product
functions of the form Fn= Π Un(χiWι
i

Theorem A.4. Let (A,dμ) be a σ-finite measure space. Let (qv >..,qn) be a set of
distinct nonzero constants. Suppose (/^:/l—>1R) is a sequence of strictly positive
functions such that
N

Π ίfn(χiϊ\qι~*F(χv

>xN)<a0

pointwise a.e. on ΛN.

ί=l

// there exists a set AC A with μ(A)>0 such that F>0 a.e. on AN, then there is a
N

measurable function f :/t->]R such that F= f\ [/(xt )] g i a.e. on AN.
ί=l

Proof Without loss of generality, we may assume qx >0.
Choose 5C2,...,XNEA,
SO that
N

1

ίΦW Π

(A-6)

>J^,X2,...,XW)«X)

i =2

for a.e., ye A andF(y, x2,..., x ΛΓ)>0 for a.e. ye ^4. Since ^ x ><0, we may define
F{y,x2i
i(y)~]qi for a.e.
• yεΛ.
Let B = {yeA\i
For a.e. y
N
Q

C

i=

c π =ΠC/ n
i =2

1

(A-7)
i=

1

iV

N

where

«

Y]

(5c f )] β < / g i a n d

β= Σ *.

Taking

yv...9yNeA9 Eq. (A-7) implies

ί=1

that lim C® exists and is strictly positive.
n-+co
N

If all the charges qt are strictly positive, then (A-7) holds on A and the proof is
complete. Otherwise, Eq. (A-7) just establishes the desired result on BN. However,
it is easily verified that if there is even a single qt<0, then μ(A\B) = 0. •
Remark. The assumption that there exist a diagonal set of positive measure on
which F > 0 a.e. is crucial for the above theorem; it is easy to construct
counterexamples if this hypothesis is violated.
Finally, we generalize Theorem A.3 to convergence of product functions on
direct sums of Lp spaces. The desired result is a consequence of the following
obvious proposition.
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Proposition A.5. Let {Λ,μ} and (Λ, v> be σ-finite measure spaces with v<ζμ. If (/J
p
p
is a sequence of functions converging weakly in L (dμ) and L (dv):
p

fn~* f

weakly in L (dμ)

fn~*9

weakly in LP{dv)

then f = g a.e. [dv].
Proof Let <% be a (countable) partition of A into disjoint measurable sets with
v(B) = 1 for every BE &. Let A be the set on which (say) f>g.lϊ v(A) > 0, there must
be a set Be& with v(BnA)>0. Since v<^μ, there is a nonnegative L1(dμ) function λ
with dv\B = λdμ. Let BN = {xeB\λ(x)^N}.
For all l ^ g ^ o o , λχBNβLq{dμ) and
q
χBNeL (dv).
However, this clearly implies
J (/ — g)dv = 0 => v(AnfiJV) = 0.
Letting iV tend to infinity, we obtain the desired contradiction.

•

Definition. Let </L, dμ) be a σ-finite measure space and let (ΛN, dNμ} denote its
JV-fold cartesian product. For each N, let dσN be another σ-finite measure on AN.
Denote by (A,dΣ} the direct sum (over JV) of the measure spaces (AN,dσN}. The
generalized Fock space, JLp(dΣ), may be defined in the usual fashion [see
Eq. (8.11)]. As in Sect. 8, we say that a function Fe1Lp(dΣ) is a product function if
N

F = (FN) is a collection of functions of the form FN = f ] f(xt\ with / : Λ-+ΊR. We
ί=1
will denote this function by π(/).
Theorem A.6. Let (τc(fj) be a sequence of product functions converging weakly in
ΊLp(dΣ). If all of the measures dσN satisfy dσN <^ dNμ and at least one of the measures
satisfies dσN ~ dNμ, then the weak ΊLp(dΣ) limit is of the form π(f).
Proof. Weak ΊLp(dΣ) convergence implies that each term converges weakly in
Lp(dσN).

Let dσM be the measure satisfying dσM~dMμ.

Then by Theorem A.3, there is a

M

M

measurable function / : yl->lR such that ]~J fn{x^ -* Π f(χi) weakly in Lp(dσM). It
i=

1

N

i = l
N

χ

suffices to show that for all N9 f| fn(xt) -^ Π f( ί) weakly in Lp(dσN).
i = l

ί=ί
N

Let
NM

F(xv ...,x N )

denote

the

weak

Lp{dσN)
(M

M

\

limit

of
NM

Π/n( χ i)

T n e n

NM

ΠΛW-Ί1H*Ί, ,Λ) weakly in u{\{dσN), while Π / Λ H Π / W

i = l

ί = l

N
weakly in Lp[Y\dσ
M).

l

\

ί = l

i = l

By Proposition A.5, the weak limits agree a.e. [dσ^].
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